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From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Tue Jan 2 09:21:24 2001
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:02 2003
Subject: Books for trade
Message-ID: <3A51E3E4.B6B1FCC9@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Hi:
I have a few books for trade if anyone is interested:
Index to Westmoreland Co PA Wills vol 1-9, 1773-1896
Ohio Cemetery Records
Ordinance of 1787 and the Old NW Territory
PA Marriages prior to 1790
Pierce's Register
Index to Alleghany Co PA Wills 1789-1860
Births, marriages and deaths of Alleghany co PA 1852-54
Index to Westmoreland Co PA Wills 1773-1896
Washington Co PA Frontier Rangers 1781-1782
Passengers and Ships prior to 1684
US Direct Taxc of 1798, tax lists for Washington Co PA
Guide to Naturalization Records of the US
For more info., contact me directly,
Sandy Day
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH

From mvanhorn at cherryhill.lib.nj.us Tue Jan 2 14:09:52 2001
From: mvanhorn at cherryhill.lib.nj.us (Miranda Van Horn)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:02 2003
Subject: new jersey silversmiths
Message-ID: <3A522780.D2AF5E77@cherryhill.lib.nj.us>
We might like to have this title in our collection.
be?

What would the cost

Miranda Van Horn
Reference Librarian
Cherry Hill Public Library

From mvanhorn at cherryhill.lib.nj.us Tue Jan 2 14:48:46 2001
From: mvanhorn at cherryhill.lib.nj.us (Miranda Van Horn)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:02 2003
Subject: Fake Genealogies
Message-ID: <3A52309E.6989E2A8@cherryhill.lib.nj.us>
Hello Listers,
Somewhere I saw a list of genealogies which are known to be falsely
composed and documented. I can't remember where I saw it.
Does anyone
know of information like this?
Thanks,
Miranda Van Horn

Reference Librarian
Cherry Hill Public Library
Cherry Hill, New Jersey

From nygbslibrary at worldnet.att.net Tue Jan 2 15:08:20 2001
From: nygbslibrary at worldnet.att.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:02 2003
Subject: Fake Genealogies
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-119491-33573-2001.01.02-14.49.08-nygbslibrary#worldnet.att.net@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <NCBBJEIDAPOMDJHCCBDMIEDJCHAA.nygbslibrary@worldnet.att.net>
I'd sure like to see that list too.
Joy
Joy Rich
Director of the Library
The New York Genealogical and Biographical Society
122 E. 58th Street, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10022-1939
Telephone: (212) 755-8532
Fax: (212) 754-4218
http://www.nygbs.org
joyrich@nygbs.org
-----Original Message----From: Miranda Van Horn [mailto:mvanhorn@cherryhill.lib.nj.us]
Sent: Tuesday, January 02, 2001 2:49 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] Fake Genealogies
Hello Listers,
Somewhere I saw a list of genealogies which are known to be falsely
composed and documented. I can't remember where I saw it.
Does anyone
know of information like this?
Thanks,
Miranda Van Horn
Reference Librarian
Cherry Hill Public Library
Cherry Hill, New Jersey
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: nygbslibrary@worldnet.att.net
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')

From vjones at ncsl.dcr.state.nc.us Tue Jan 2 16:16:00 2001
From: vjones at ncsl.dcr.state.nc.us (Victor T. Jones, Jr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:02 2003
Subject: FW: [NC-SC] Fraudulent Genealogies

Message-ID: <01C074D7.4C4ED7C0.vjones@ncsl.dcr.state.nc.us>
Dear List,
Just moments before Miranda posted her request about "Fake Genealogies" I
received a post from another list that seems to answer the question. With
the permission of Mr. Harold Oliver, I am posting his e-mail to the list
with the hopes that it answers some questions. (The original posting is
below my signature file).
Best wishes,
Victor
Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Local History and Genealogy
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098
Phone: (252) 638-7800
Fax: (252) 638-7817
e-mail: vjones@ncsl.dcr.state.nc.us
web page: http://www4.coastalnet.com/community_orgs/cpclibrary/default.html
Opinions expressed in this communication do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of the New Bern-Craven County Public Library.
-----Original Message----From: First Families [SMTP:firstfamilies@LINKLINE.COM]
Sent: January 02, 2001 2:23 PM
To:
NC-SC-ROOTS-L@LISTSERV.INDIANA.EDU
Subject:
[NC-SC] Fraudulent Genealogies
Hello Everyone:
I am most surprised to see various posts on the works of Gustave Anjou.
Professional Genealogists have been aware of the frauds of Mr. Anjou for
many years now.
ALL of his works are frauds. He was not a genealogist but a forger who
served prison time in Europe before he came to this country.
His only published work "Ulster County, NY Probate Records" contain valid
wills and totally unacceptable abstracts that he himself created, most out
of
thin air. His other works were compiled privately and all are frauds.
We have much Anjou information and also some data on some of the other
famous fraudulent writers located on the web site at;
http://www.linkline.com/personal/xymox/
Go half way down the page and enter the Fraudulent Lineages pages through
the
link there.
One large genealogical library has over 100 of his frauds and many
professionals

believe there may be over 2,000 throughout the genealogy community.
Try to remember any line that does not contain A1 sources is probably
wrong!!!
This applies to any published works by anyone.
The very best of a productive New Year to you all.
Harold Oliver
Director
America's First Families

From kdm at ckls.org Wed Jan 3 15:44:39 2001
From: kdm at ckls.org (Kathy Mitchum)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:02 2003
Subject: Free Everton's Genealogical Helpers
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6180-31574-2000.12.13-16.18.00--KDM#CKLS.ORG@lists.a
comp.usf.edu>
References: < <LYRIS-114198-31556-2000.12.13-15.07.31-diane#kovacs.com@lists.acomp.usf. edu>
Message-ID: <200101032139.PAA06601@services.kansasweb.com>
The Great Bend Public Library has most issues from 1985 to 1995 that they
are willing to give away for postage. These are duplicates weeded from
their collection, so do not cover every issue, but most.
This is a great opportunity to fill holes in anyone's collection.
Kathy Mitchum
ILL/Ref/Rural Serv/Tech Serv, Dept. Head
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
kdm@ckls.org
From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Wed Jan 3 22:52:28 2001
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:02 2003
Subject: Fraudulent lineages avoided by Newbies learning how to read a primary
source.
Message-ID: <3A541DAC.CB9A3398@dcn.davis.ca.us>
HOW TO READ A PRIMARY SOURCE:
[Evaluation] is located at DOCUMENTATION
and PUBLICATIONS:
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/sources.htm
It was prepared by Patrick Rael,
[Department of History, Bowdoin College],
Reading, Writing, and Researching for
History: A Guide for College Students
FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES:
"Good reading is about asking questions of
your sources. Keep the following [acronym

MAPER] in mind when reading primary
sources."
==============================
"Motives and goals of the author [source]
Argument and strategy she or he uses to
achieve those goals
Presuppositions and values (in the text,
and our own)
Epistemology (evaluating truth content)
Relate to other texts (compare and contrast)"
===============================
[Replace: history*/historical*/students*
with genealogy*/genealogical*/genealogists*]
"First, students must find a historical problem
worth addressing. [Finding your own
ancestry.] This is done most often by
reading and comparing secondary history
sources, such as monographs and journal
articles [books/bibles/family records].
Simply finding relevant secondary materials
requires its own particular set of skills in
[contacting family relatives], using the
library: searching catalogs, accessing
on-line databases, using interlibrary loan,
and even knowing how to pose questions
to reference librarians. Reading these
sources, determining their arguments,
and putting them in conversation with each
other constitute another broad set of skills
which are enormously difficult to master.
Second, having developed a historical
problem, students must find a set of primary
historical sources which can actually address
the question they have formulated.
Once again, this is no easy task. It requires
another array of skills in using the library.
Students must know how to message the
on-line library catalog, and perhaps even
(gasp!) use the card catalog. They must
be willing to explore the stacks, learn to
use special collections, travel off-campus
to new libraries, or interview informants.
This kind of primary source research
demands a diligence and persistence rare
in these days of easy Internet access.
Finally, students must put all this information
together and actually produce knowledge.
[Family History] They must craft a paper
[pedigree] wherein they pose a clear
historical problem and then offer a thesis
[documented evidence] addressing it.
In a well-structured, grammatically
correct essay, they must work their
way through an argument without falling
into common historical fallacies.
They must match evidence to argument,

subordinate little ideas to big ones,
[individuals to family units to historical
settings over time] and anticipate and
pre-empt challenges to their argument."
http://academic.bowdoin.edu/history/WritingGuides/
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Genealogy and History Internet Web Directory
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/
"Free Coverage of the Genealogy World in a Nutshell"
Who's Who in America, Millennium Edition [54th] Who's Who In The West, 1998/1999
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]

From jsheppard at co.new-hanover.nc.us Thu Jan 4 11:25:11 2001
From: jsheppard at co.new-hanover.nc.us (jsheppard@co.new-hanover.nc.us)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:02 2003
Subject: For you computer genealogy fans.....
Message-ID: <OFC102D252.259A320A-ON852569CA.0059405F@co.new-hanover.nc.us>
On Tuesday January 9, at 7 p.m.
The Old New Hanover Genealogical Society will meet in the computer lab at
Randall Library, UNCW, Wilmington, NC , for hands-on demonstration of
Genealogy on the Internet by Don Blake.

From s.tevara at cableinet.co.uk Sun Jan 7 23:00:34 2001
From: s.tevara at cableinet.co.uk (Sheila)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:02 2003
Subject: My Introduction
Message-ID: <IFEPIEMNICIIPKDLFNOHKEFMEDAA.s.tevara@cableinet.co.uk>
Hello,
My name is Sheila and I am a Newbie to Genealogical Research.
I will be researching the surnames:
CLUSKEY
FITZGERALD
AKENS
DAVIS
Anyone that is currently researching any of these names please
feel free to send me and the list an email. Also, any hints or tips
you would like to give me would be greatly appreciated.
I will be relying on the "net" a great deal as the cost of
petrol here in England is outrageous.
Thank you for your time and I look forward to joining the search
with all of you.
Cheers!

Sheila
From ckluskens at yahoo.com Mon Jan 8 11:47:50 2001
From: ckluskens at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:02 2003
Subject: New NARA genealogy web pages
Message-ID: <p04330100b67f9e93519c@[66.44.59.150]>
Dear genealib subscribers:
The National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) has posted
two new web pages:
Deaths of U.S. Citizens in Foreign Countries
http://www.nara.gov/genealogy/deaths1.html
and
World War I Draft Registration Cards
http://www.nara.gov/genealogy/w1draft.html
which are both accessible through the main
Genealogy Page (see Part 2: Online Information)
http://www.nara.gov/genealogy
or
http://www.nara.gov/genealogy/genindex.html
Claire Kluskens
Archives I Research Support Branch
National Archives and Records Administration
Washington, DC

-Claire Kluskens
ckluskens@yahoo.com

From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Mon Jan 8 09:50:33 2001
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:02 2003
Subject: Universities BEGINNING to create nationwide Surname/-name Database
Systems and Studies.
Message-ID: <3A59FDE9.6E55B66D@dcn.davis.ca.us>
An Atlas of Irish Names is being created by
the National University of Ireland at Cork.
The University College, Cork, has also,
as part of its Celt Corpus of Electronic Texts,
"published on the Internet an English translation
of the Annals of the Four Masters."
http://www.magoo.com/hugh/irishkings.html

Within the "Executive summary of
project", mention is made that "The project
will also require informal consultation at the
island-wide university level." "The longer
term outcome will be the production of an
Atlas of Irish Names which will contain a
large number of GIS-based computer maps
of name distributions island-wide from
the mid 17th century onwards."
"By making data more accessible,
University College Cork will be in a
position to promote new and innovative
research. Moreover, the digitised data
will itself be subjected to powerful new
methods of enquiry, as well as being used
subsequently in an Open and Distance
Learning environment."
http://www.ucc.ie/doi/
"it is hypothesised that the development of
sharply defined kin-based property and
professional classes was [the] critical force
in hereditary surname development."
"Irish surnames are amongst the oldest in all
of Europe - The establishment and consolidation
of permanent/hereditary surnames in Ireland
predates those in England by c.100 years
and France by over 100 years."
http://www.ucc.ie/research/atlas/projectoverview.htm
Milton Rubincam, editor of the revised
edition of Genealogical Research: Methods
& Sources, notes on page 564, that the
ancient Etruscans, who inhabited north
central Italy from the 8th century B.C.,
were the first Europeans to introduce
surnames.
Noting a non-European standpoint, in 1924,
during excavation on hill of Ophel, east of
Jerusalem, an ostracon was discovered
that mentions:
Jehizkiah of the Partridge clan
from the stock of Bukkiah;
Ahijah of the Sorrel horse clan
from the valley of Jeho[shaphat];
. . . iah of the Gadfly clan
from the valley of Jeho[shaphat].
This list is a type of census record.
It shows surname or clan identification
in Israel with geographic locus.
"Obtain a first century perspective on
genealogies. Learn why the Israelites
kept careful family records."
http://www.lifeofchrist.com/life/genealogy/interpretation.html

In ancient times, as noted in The Book of
Girl's Names, Christine is stated as the
most common name, along with Christina,
derived from CHRIST. The first record
of the name dates from the 3rd century,
when St. Christin lived, a Roman noblewoman; she being martyred circa
A.D. 295. Pet forms of the name were
taken from both halves of it -- Chris or
Chrissie and Teenie and Tina.
Christian plate has been found within the
small town at Chesterton, [England], dated
to the 3rd century A.D., as discussed fully
in The Water Newton Early Christian Silver,
by K. S. Painter, (1977).
ADDITIONAL REFERENCES:
The Genealogies of the Bible:
A Neglected Subject
http://www.custance.org/geneal.html
The Genealogy of Jesus
http://www.lifeofchrist.com/life/genealogy/index.html
Navigating the BIBLE ? II
http://bible.ort.org/books/glosd1.asp
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Genealogy and History Internet Web Directory
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/
"Free Coverage of the Genealogy World in a Nutshell"
Who's Who in America, Millennium Edition [54th] Who's Who In The West, 1998/1999
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]

From nygbslibrary at worldnet.att.net Mon Jan 8 17:00:17 2001
From: nygbslibrary at worldnet.att.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:02 2003
Subject: Universities BEGINNING to create nationwide Surname/-name Database
Systems and Studies.
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-119491-34439-2001.01.08-13.13.00-nygbslibrary#worldnet.att.net@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <NCBBJEIDAPOMDJHCCBDMAEFGCHAA.nygbslibrary@worldnet.att.net>
I think that religious material ought to be placed on a listserv established
for that purpose.
Thank you.
Joy
Joy Rich
Director of the Library
The New York Genealogical and Biographical Society
122 E. 58th Street, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10022-1939

Telephone: (212) 755-8532
Fax: (212) 754-4218
http://www.nygbs.org
joyrich@nygbs.org
-----Original Message----From: Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr. [mailto:vctinney@dcn.davis.ca.us]
Sent: Monday, January 08, 2001 12:51 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] Universities BEGINNING to create nationwide
Surname/-name Database Systems and Studies.
An Atlas of Irish Names is being created by
the National University of Ireland at Cork.
The University College, Cork, has also,
as part of its Celt Corpus of Electronic Texts,
"published on the Internet an English translation
of the Annals of the Four Masters."
http://www.magoo.com/hugh/irishkings.html
Within the "Executive summary of
project", mention is made that "The project
will also require informal consultation at the
island-wide university level." "The longer
term outcome will be the production of an
Atlas of Irish Names which will contain a
large number of GIS-based computer maps
of name distributions island-wide from
the mid 17th century onwards."
"By making data more accessible,
University College Cork will be in a
position to promote new and innovative
research. Moreover, the digitised data
will itself be subjected to powerful new
methods of enquiry, as well as being used
subsequently in an Open and Distance
Learning environment."
http://www.ucc.ie/doi/
"it is hypothesised that the development of
sharply defined kin-based property and
professional classes was [the] critical force
in hereditary surname development."
"Irish surnames are amongst the oldest in all
of Europe - The establishment and consolidation
of permanent/hereditary surnames in Ireland
predates those in England by c.100 years
and France by over 100 years."
http://www.ucc.ie/research/atlas/projectoverview.htm
Milton Rubincam, editor of the revised
edition of Genealogical Research: Methods
& Sources, notes on page 564, that the
ancient Etruscans, who inhabited north
central Italy from the 8th century B.C.,
were the first Europeans to introduce

surnames.
Noting a non-European standpoint, in 1924,
during excavation on hill of Ophel, east of
Jerusalem, an ostracon was discovered
that mentions:
Jehizkiah of the Partridge clan
from the stock of Bukkiah;
Ahijah of the Sorrel horse clan
from the valley of Jeho[shaphat];
. . . iah of the Gadfly clan
from the valley of Jeho[shaphat].
This list is a type of census record.
It shows surname or clan identification
in Israel with geographic locus.
"Obtain a first century perspective on
genealogies. Learn why the Israelites
kept careful family records."
http://www.lifeofchrist.com/life/genealogy/interpretation.html
In ancient times, as noted in The Book of
Girl's Names, Christine is stated as the
most common name, along with Christina,
derived from CHRIST. The first record
of the name dates from the 3rd century,
when St. Christin lived, a Roman noblewoman; she being martyred circa
A.D. 295. Pet forms of the name were
taken from both halves of it -- Chris or
Chrissie and Teenie and Tina.
Christian plate has been found within the
small town at Chesterton, [England], dated
to the 3rd century A.D., as discussed fully
in The Water Newton Early Christian Silver,
by K. S. Painter, (1977).
ADDITIONAL REFERENCES:
The Genealogies of the Bible:
A Neglected Subject
http://www.custance.org/geneal.html
The Genealogy of Jesus
http://www.lifeofchrist.com/life/genealogy/index.html
Navigating the BIBLE ? II
http://bible.ort.org/books/glosd1.asp
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Genealogy and History Internet Web Directory
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/
"Free Coverage of the Genealogy World in a Nutshell"
Who's Who in America, Millennium Edition [54th] Who's Who In The West, 1998/1999
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: nygbslibrary@worldnet.att.net

To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')

From hkelly at wichita.lib.ks.us Tue Jan 9 09:59:42 2001
From: hkelly at wichita.lib.ks.us (Heidi Dressler Kelly)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:02 2003
Subject: help with decision-making
Message-ID: <5.0.2.1.0.20010109094348.009f22d0@netconnect.wichita.lib.ks.us>
Thank you all for taking the time to read this message.
I'm in my first year of my library career, and find myself in the middle of
a double-bind. I'd appreciate any views on this situation, which I imagine
some of you have faced recently too.
The facts:
-We are interested in acquiring the Roster of Union Soldiers ($3,000 for 33
print volumes, or $600 for the items on CD-ROM)
-Our bookshelf space is limited, and we anticipate no increased space for
probably at least the next five years despite our continual growth.
-Our computer terminals for Family Search and Family Tree Maker are getting
old, and we only have one (new) Internet terminal.
-I would personally like to see us phase out using CD-ROMs as things become
more and more available on the Internet.
Our Genealogical Society is willing to pay for the Union Soldiers Roster,
but can not afford the $3,000 at once for books. The company does offer a
one-volume-at-a-time deal, but then people get annoyed because their
surname starts with "V" and we have to tell them we won't have it for two
more years. $600 for the CD-ROMs is also a very large, but do-able,
investment for the genealogy group. The regular library budget will not pay
for the Union list after all of the other things we want to purchase in 2001.
Books will "always" be there once bought, but studies say that CD-ROMs last
five to ten years at best.
I myself am pro-book in this case, if that's not obvious, but I want to
make the best choice among the various possibilities.
Thank you again. If you have any thoughts, reply to me at
hkelly@wichita.lib.ks.us
Heidi
-Heidi Dressler Kelly, MSLS
Local History Librarian
Wichita Public Library
223 S. Main St.
Wichita, KS 67202
316-261-8500
hkelly@wichita.lib.ks.us

From kstanley at hpl.lib.tx.us Tue Jan 9 10:39:57 2001
From: kstanley at hpl.lib.tx.us (Karen Stanley ; hstaff)

Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:02 2003
Subject: help with decision-making
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-65101-34648-2001.01.09-11.02.36-kstanley#hpl.lib.tx.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0101091035380.18947-100000@sparc.hpl.lib.tx.us>
Heidi,
The Roster of Union Soldiers is not a single alphabetical index like the
one for Confederate soldiers. Instead, it is organized by state. So if
you need to buy a few volumes at a time, you could begin with the volumes
for the states that your patrons will most likely want, then acquire the
others as your budget permits. Hope this helps!
Karen Stanley
Clayton Library
Center for Genealogical Research
Houston, Texas
On Tue, 9 Jan 2001, Heidi Dressler Kelly wrote:
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Thank you all for taking the time to read this message.
I'm in my first year of my library career, and find myself in the middle of
a double-bind. I'd appreciate any views on this situation, which I imagine
some of you have faced recently too.
The facts:
-We are interested in acquiring the Roster of Union Soldiers ($3,000 for 33
print volumes, or $600 for the items on CD-ROM)
-Our bookshelf space is limited, and we anticipate no increased space for
probably at least the next five years despite our continual growth.
-Our computer terminals for Family Search and Family Tree Maker are getting
old, and we only have one (new) Internet terminal.
-I would personally like to see us phase out using CD-ROMs as things become
more and more available on the Internet.
Our Genealogical Society is willing to pay for the Union Soldiers Roster,
but can not afford the $3,000 at once for books. The company does offer a
one-volume-at-a-time deal, but then people get annoyed because their
surname starts with "V" and we have to tell them we won't have it for two
more years. $600 for the CD-ROMs is also a very large, but do-able,
investment for the genealogy group. The regular library budget will not pay
for the Union list after all of the other things we want to purchase in 2001.
Books will "always" be there once bought, but studies say that CD-ROMs last
five to ten years at best.
I myself am pro-book in this case, if that's not obvious, but I want to
make the best choice among the various possibilities.
Thank you again. If you have any thoughts, reply to me at
hkelly@wichita.lib.ks.us
Heidi
-Heidi Dressler Kelly, MSLS
Local History Librarian

>
>
>
>

Wichita Public Library
223 S. Main St.
Wichita, KS 67202
316-261-8500

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

hkelly@wichita.lib.ks.us
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: kstanley@hpl.lib.tx.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From diane at kovacs.com Tue Jan 9 14:03:15 2001
From: diane at kovacs.com (Diane K. Kovacs)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:02 2003
Subject: help with decision-making
In-Reply-To:
<LYRIS-114198-34648-2001.01.09-11.02.36--diane#kovacs.com@lists.acomp.usf.
edu>
References:
<LYRIS-114198-34648-2001.01.09-11.02.36--diane#kovacs.com@lists.acomp.usf.
edu>
Message-ID: <v0422080ab681027f43cb@[192.168.1.14]>
The Ancestry.com database is very reasonable priced by the month or
year and at
http://www.ancestry.com/search/rectype/military/cwrd/dbstatus.htm you
can see their Civil War Research Database details. I've already been
using this successfully for Illinois. Kansas is one of the states in
progress.
Cordially,
Di
who does not work for ancestry.com.
At 9:59 AM -0600 1/9/01, Heidi Dressler Kelly wrote:
>Thank you all for taking the time to read this message.
>
>I'm in my first year of my library career, and find myself in the
>middle of a double-bind. I'd appreciate any views on this situation,
>which I imagine some of you have faced recently too.
Diane K. Kovacs - Kovacs Consulting Internet & World Wide Web
Training http://www.kovacs.com
"Genealogical Research on the Internet" Web-based workshop: Jan 22 or 23
Genealogical Research on the Internet Web-based Workshop in a Book
Forthcoming from Neal-Schuman Spring 2001
From ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us Tue Jan 9 13:40:23 2001
From: ad at lacrosse.lib.wi.us (Anita Doering)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:02 2003
Subject: Ancestry images
Message-ID: <3A5B6927.7E3D92CA@lacrosse.lib.wi.us>
Has anyone has luck getting pricing info from Ancestry for an
institution for the online census images? We haven't had our phone

calls returned.
Anita Doering
-Anita Taylor Doering
Archivist
La Crosse Public Library
800 Main St.
La Crosse, WI 54601-4122
(608) 789-7156
fax: (608) 789-7106
http://lacrosselibrary.org/archives.htm

From ajelen at wfpl.net Tue Jan 9 16:36:02 2001
From: ajelen at wfpl.net (Andrew Jelen)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:02 2003
Subject: Arkansas 1860 census index
Message-ID: <3A5B9252.CEC67DA1@wfpl.net>
List,
I have what claims to be an index to the 1860 federal census for
_Arkansas_, edited by Vern Ronald Jackson and published by AIS. It is
copyrighted 1985. After some introductory information about the census
and indexing, there is a chronology of _Alabama_, followed by two maps
of Alabama, followed by a chart of Alabama counties. Then follows the
index.
Is this a well known case? Does the volume index Alabama or Arkansas?
I wanted to run the problem by the list before testing the volume
against our 1860 Alabama federal census.
Thanks in advance for your help.
Andrew Jelen

Andrew C Jelen
Librarian
Prothro Genealogical Research Center
Wichita Falls Public Library
Wichita Falls, Texas

From CHagler at gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us Wed Jan 10 09:12:34 2001
From: CHagler at gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us (Charles Hagler)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: Arkansas 1860 census index
Message-ID: <sa5c279b.077@gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us>
Dear List;
This is not unusual for AIS, our copy has Arkansas although. If you want to
replace it you can get a bound photocopy of the original from Genealogical Services
who took over AIS. Ancestry has a copy of the database online. Charles

Charles Hagler
Reference Librarian
Library of Michigan
717 West Allegan Street
P.O. Box 30007
Lansing, MI 48909-7507
Telephone: (517) 373-1366
Fax: (517) 373-5853
chhagler@libraryofmichigan.org

>>> Andrew Jelen <ajelen@wfpl.net> 01/09/01 05:36PM >>>
List,
I have what claims to be an index to the 1860 federal census for
_Arkansas_, edited by Vern Ronald Jackson and published by AIS. It is
copyrighted 1985. After some introductory information about the census
and indexing, there is a chronology of _Alabama_, followed by two maps
of Alabama, followed by a chart of Alabama counties. Then follows the
index.
Is this a well known case? Does the volume index Alabama or Arkansas?
I wanted to run the problem by the list before testing the volume
against our 1860 Alabama federal census.
Thanks in advance for your help.
Andrew Jelen

Andrew C Jelen
Librarian
Prothro Genealogical Research Center
Wichita Falls Public Library
Wichita Falls, Texas
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: CHHAGLER@LIBOFMICH.LIB.MI.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-genealib-6338I@lists.acomp.usf.edu

From CHagler at gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us Wed Jan 10 09:25:05 2001
From: CHagler at gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us (Charles Hagler)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: Ancestry images
Message-ID: <sa5c2a90.086@gw.libofmich.lib.mi.us>
Dear List:
This is normal for Ancestry, keep trying. It take our staff forever to get
anything from them. They do not tell you about price changes in advance either.
They do give you a tiered pricing base on the number of stations you want covered.
The 2-5 stations level worked for us.
Charles

Charles Hagler
Reference Librarian
Library of Michigan
717 West Allegan Street
P.O. Box 30007
Lansing, MI 48909-7507
Telephone: (517) 373-1366
Fax: (517) 373-5853
chhagler@libraryofmichigan.org

>>> Anita Doering <ad@lacrosse.lib.wi.us> 01/09/01 02:40PM >>>
Has anyone has luck getting pricing info from Ancestry for an
institution for the online census images? We haven't had our phone
calls returned.
Anita Doering
-Anita Taylor Doering
Archivist
La Crosse Public Library
800 Main St.
La Crosse, WI 54601-4122
(608) 789-7156
fax: (608) 789-7106
http://lacrosselibrary.org/archives.htm

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: CHHAGLER@LIBOFMICH.LIB.MI.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-genealib-6338I@lists.acomp.usf.edu

From vsmith at hpl.lib.tx.us Wed Jan 10 09:11:12 2001
From: vsmith at hpl.lib.tx.us (Vanessa Smith ; hstaff)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: help with decision-making
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-121536-34648-2001.01.09-11.02.36-vsmith#hpl.lib.tx.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0101100902410.12405-100000@sparc.hpl.lib.tx.us>
I am pro-book also. I believe the cds are a temporary convenience. Who
knows what else may come along in five years? I read
somewhere that microfilm is still the most durable medium. I think books
are probably next..cds??who knows??
Also, the items on the internet may be easily discontinued at any
time.
Why doesn't your library purchased some beginning books and offer to
patrons or a local society as a project of ordering the others as they
prefer?
Many of our patrons donate the microfilms and books that they really
want? Perhaps you could propose this project and whatever volumes patrons
do not purchase, the library could buy the rest?

Vanessa Smith
Clayton Library
Houston, TX
On Tue, 9 Jan 2001, Heidi Dressler Kelly wrote:
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
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Thank you all for taking the time to read this message.
I'm in my first year of my library career, and find myself in the middle of
a double-bind. I'd appreciate any views on this situation, which I imagine
some of you have faced recently too.
The facts:
-We are interested in acquiring the Roster of Union Soldiers ($3,000 for 33
print volumes, or $600 for the items on CD-ROM)
-Our bookshelf space is limited, and we anticipate no increased space for
probably at least the next five years despite our continual growth.
-Our computer terminals for Family Search and Family Tree Maker are getting
old, and we only have one (new) Internet terminal.
-I would personally like to see us phase out using CD-ROMs as things become
more and more available on the Internet.
Our Genealogical Society is willing to pay for the Union Soldiers Roster,
but can not afford the $3,000 at once for books. The company does offer a
one-volume-at-a-time deal, but then people get annoyed because their
surname starts with "V" and we have to tell them we won't have it for two
more years. $600 for the CD-ROMs is also a very large, but do-able,
investment for the genealogy group. The regular library budget will not pay
for the Union list after all of the other things we want to purchase in 2001.
Books will "always" be there once bought, but studies say that CD-ROMs last
five to ten years at best.
I myself am pro-book in this case, if that's not obvious, but I want to
make the best choice among the various possibilities.
Thank you again. If you have any thoughts, reply to me at
hkelly@wichita.lib.ks.us
Heidi
-Heidi Dressler Kelly, MSLS
Local History Librarian
Wichita Public Library
223 S. Main St.
Wichita, KS 67202
316-261-8500
hkelly@wichita.lib.ks.us
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: vsmith@hpl.lib.tx.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Wed Jan 10 11:16:45 2001
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: help with decision-making
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.1010110111522.9611A-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
Seems to me that a 26 volume set will serve more patrons, more reliably,
for longer and at far lower expense than 26 work stations.
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, af482@bfn.org
"I don't know the key to success but the key to failure is trying to
please everyone." --Bill Cosby

From jkoch at LTnet.ltls.org Wed Jan 10 12:47:47 2001
From: jkoch at LTnet.ltls.org (Jean E. Koch)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: Ancestry images
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-31498-34734-2001.01.09-14.43.47-jkoch#LTnet.ltls.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.95.1010110123710.5968B-100000@LTnet.ltls.org>
After leaving at least three messages and getting no response, I called in
December and talked to "Anita." I used 1-800-531-1790 which is for
library accounts. Our library had renewed the subscription in July 2000
and for the additional census information we were billed $200.00. I
believe it will appear as two separate bills in the future. We have been
notified that MyFamily.com, inc. has a new accounting office at 585 Howard
St., First Floor, San Francisco, CA 94105 (moved from Provo, Utah).
On Tue, 9 Jan 2001, Anita Doering wrote:
>
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>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Has anyone has luck getting pricing info from Ancestry for an
institution for the online census images? We haven't had our phone
calls returned.
Anita Doering
-Anita Taylor Doering
Archivist
La Crosse Public Library
800 Main St.
La Crosse, WI 54601-4122
(608) 789-7156
fax: (608) 789-7106
http://lacrosselibrary.org/archives.htm

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jkoch@LTnet.ltls.org
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From pmanzell at burlco.lib.nj.us Wed Jan 10 14:33:15 2001
From: pmanzell at burlco.lib.nj.us (Paula Manzella)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: Ancestry images
Message-ID: <3A5CB8FB.1B9CD837@burlco.lib.nj.us>
HI all!
I am new to the list and am glad to be able to offer this... Evidently
there has
been staff turnover at Ancestry.com/MyFamily.com in the library sales
area and
there are only two representatives for the whole country.
Our story - I called Ancestry just before Thanksgiving for price quotes
as we had a
little bit of budget money left to spend. We were planning on
subscribing to the
database for the 6 Branch libraries in our system.
After an initial phone conversation, all contact - both phone and email
- suddenly
ceased. Our Electronic Resources Librarian and I played phone tag with
the
"library sales" representatives voice mail and email for 3 weeks!
Finally, I had
to call the direct phone number 801-705-7000 and complain to the
representative
about the problem before we saw any action. We finally got a call back
and were
hooked up and invoiced within a week.
Hope this helps.
Paula Manzella
Reference Librarian, HQ
Burlington County Library System
Westampton, NJ 08060
pmanzell@burlco.lib.nj.us
Anita Doering wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Has anyone has luck getting pricing info from Ancestry for an
institution for the online census images? We haven't had our phone
calls returned.
Anita Doering
-Anita Taylor Doering
Archivist
La Crosse Public Library
800 Main St.
La Crosse, WI 54601-4122
(608) 789-7156
fax: (608) 789-7106
http://lacrosselibrary.org/archives.htm

From suzanne.levy at co.fairfax.va.us Wed Jan 10 14:46:45 2001
From: suzanne.levy at co.fairfax.va.us (suzanne.levy@co.fairfax.va.us)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: Ancestry.com
Message-ID: <014997ED3B25D411BEF400D0B774D77C02EFA5DE@ffxex07.co.fairfax.va.us>
Our acquisitions people, after a month of unreturned calls, had a call from
Anita at Ancestry.com this very afternoon and with any luck we will be up
and running with public access soon. Maybe the power of Genealib was the
charm!
Good luck to all of you.
Suzanne Levy
Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax Co. Public Library
From pmanzell at burlco.lib.nj.us Wed Jan 10 16:28:40 2001
From: pmanzell at burlco.lib.nj.us (Paula Manzella)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: Ancestry images
In-Reply-To: <3A5CB8FB.1B9CD837@burlco.lib.nj.us>
Message-ID: <Pine.BSF.4.10.10101101619290.24180-100000@burlco-00.burlco.lib.nj.us>
Hi again!
As a footnote to my previous message, I would like to add the following...
After Thanksgiving, when we were having so much trouble getting to a human
at Ancestry, we were told that the contact person at the time, Casey
Childs, had left the company. A new representative, Anita, had been
hired.
I just got off the phone with Anita at Ancestry and found out that John
Tolman who is the curent contact on the Library Subscriptions web page <
http://www.ancestry.com/subscribe/library/main.htm > is no longer with the
company. Anita is new to the department and now is the only one there.
Hope this helps someone,
Paula

From hprotos at collier-lib.org Wed Jan 10 18:05:07 2001
From: hprotos at collier-lib.org (Harriet Protos)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: Ancestry images
Message-ID: <000301c07b59$c692f740$a2e8bbce@collierlib.org>

Dear List,

I think some genealogy company reps lurk on this list...ever notice how we
get responses quickly when we complain on it?
I've had problems not only with Ancestry but with some of the
other big companies like Heritage Quest. I attended the FGS
conference in Salt Lake City last September, and I could hardly
get the reps to acknowledge me. They want our money, but they
don't want to talk to us. I found it very rude, so I'll look to
other companies for my collection needs, if I can.
Along the same line, I've been trying to find out when Ancestry
will get more than just the 1790 and 1920 census images online,
since our library has been paying for them for a while. According
to Ancestry's "About Images Online" page
<http://www.ancestry.com/search/io/about/main.htm>:
"Ancestry.com offers scanned images online from the 1790 U.S.
Federal Census to the 1920 U.S. Federal Census. These records
contain more than 450 million names and will be posted gradually
on a weekly basis over the next few months. The complete
collection will be added by the end of March 2001."
I'll not be holding my breath....
Yours in skepticism,
Harriet Protos
Reference/Genealogy Librarian
Collier County Public Library
650 Central Avenue
Naples, FL 34102
hprotos@collier-lib.org
Phone: (941) 261-8208 x232
Fax:
(941) 649-1293

From tracithompson at hotmail.com Thu Jan 11 22:21:50 2001
From: tracithompson at hotmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: Ancestry.com
Message-ID: <F54gxSc6pT0giSftNtz000079fb@hotmail.com>
Hello fellow list librarians,
I'm Traci Thompson at Edgecombe County Memorial Library in Tarboro, N.C.
The discussion of Ancestry.com has brought me out of lurkdom for a moment.
First I wanted to thank those who informed us that Casey Childs had left
Ancestry - we apparently subscribed just before he left, and I had no
problem subscribing and in fact had great service from him. So , whew! We
got on just in time! Poor Anita.
Secondly, I wanted to make everyone aware of another problem that has
recently come to my attention involving Ancestry.com. They have two
databases specific to our area; one is called Nash County, N.C. Vital
Records and the other is Edgecombe County, N.C. Families (or something
similar.) The Nash County one came out first, and the description claims
that its information is from a book published in the early 1900's by a Nash
County historical society. When it came out, I got LOTS of calls, emails,
etc. from excited genealogists who wanted to see the original source and
assumed our library would have it. I had never heard of the book and so

called the other libraries in our area to try to find it. Again, no one had
ever heard of it. In the database's description, there is also the name of
the person who created the database, and an email contact. So I tried that
and the message bounced back. I emailed Ancestry and let them know the
address was wrong, and I got a form letter in reply. I told patrons I was
stumped and would work on finding more out, then got busy with other things,
until a few months later the Edgecombe database appeared (which is even
closer to home!) Again, I began receiving a barrage of calls and emails from
patrons wanting to see the original source, and again, I had never heard of
it. Beginning to be very suspicious, I checked out the database and sure
enough it was done by the same person who did the Nash county one. This one
said that the original source was a book done in 1881 by the Tarboro
Genealogical and Library Society. I made some more calls, and no one has
ever heard of this book either, including two local historians that are very
knowledgeable of our area. Also, no one has ever heard of that society, and
most local clubs and societies in this town have been well documented.
Further investigation showed that neither the State Library of N.C. nor the
Library of Congress owns this book. The only person who has a copy, it
seems, is the database creator (who lives in Michigan!) I tried to send an
email again, and it bounced back again, so I wrote a rather urgent message
to Ancestry and this time told them I was a librarian, had a question about
a source, and had to get in touch with this person ASAP. They replied
pretty quickly (I noticed I got a real reply when I told them I was a
librarian) and gave me the correct address. I finally got in contact with
the database creator and we corresponded for a few days. In a nutshell
without the details (but if you want 'em just ask!), her story was full of
holes, and I am left without proof that these books actually exist. One of
the local historians I mentioned earlier has gone so far as to call it a
hoax. I poked around some more this week on Ancestry.com and noticed that
they do pay people to create databases for them, but I could not determine
anything else, since if you're interested you contact them and then they
give you all the details. I also noticed that they have a big disclaimer,
which reworded might be something close to "if you don't like something on
here your only choice is to get off this site." So, my final question: is
there anything I can do about this situation? If I told someone at Ancestry
my concerns over these databases, would anyone care??
Any and all comments appreciated.
Traci
_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com

From SCP_SULLI at sals.edu Thu Jan 11 17:31:47 2001
From: SCP_SULLI at sals.edu (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: Ancestry.com
Message-ID: <010111173147.14a7a@sals.edu>
Traci asked:
>So, my final question: is there anything I can do about this situation? If
>I told someone at Ancestry my concerns over these databases, would anyone
>care??
I would think that Ancestry would care if word got around that some of their
databases might be of questionable authenticity.
We just started subscribing through our consortium, and I can confirm that they

are down to one person.
are of high quality.

We are mostly interested in the census images, which

I was disappointed to hear today that we will not have remote access for our
patrons via our Web site, as they had promised us.
Bob Sullivan
Schenectady County Public Library (NY)

scp_sulli@sals.edu
http://www.scpl.org

From jeans at sierratel.com Fri Jan 12 03:38:30 2001
From: jeans at sierratel.com (Pam Jeans)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: World Connect
Message-ID: <3A5EECB6.6040205@sierratel.com>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20010112/5f1dd445/
attachment.htm
From egrundset at dar.org Fri Jan 12 08:48:12 2001
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: Ancestry.com
Message-ID: <915557B7B527D211AAC700805F4BF4867B87B1@darmail.clark.net>
Good morning,
Yesterday afternoon I walked into our library's main reading room and was
pounced upon by one of my staff who said the woman standing right in front
of me was from Ancestry and had heard we were having some problems. Her name
is Joan Kitchen Murray, Mid-West Regional Representative for Ancestry. I
explained the subscription problems we had had and the frustration we
experienced in getting any responses. She confirmed that there had been lots
of changes in staffing, some of which were announced on this listserv the
other day. I mentioned to her that Ancestry was getting bad P.R. on this
list because many of us have been experiencing a variety of communications
problems. Joan promised to look into things upon her return to Chicago. She
is here in Washington for ALA Mid-winter.
Just thought I'd pass that along - a real live Ancestry person in front of
me in my library. Hope it does some good. Naturally, I'll be visiting their
booth in the exhibit hall at ALA this weekend to make the point again.
Eric Grundset
DAR Library
Washington, D.C.
-----Original Message----From: Traci Thompson [SMTP:tracithompson@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 11, 2001 5:22 PM
To:
Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject:
[genealib] Re: Ancestry.com
Hello fellow list librarians,
I'm Traci Thompson at Edgecombe County Memorial Library in Tarboro,
N.C.

The discussion of Ancestry.com has brought me out of lurkdom for a
moment.

left
no

First I wanted to thank those who informed us that Casey Childs had
Ancestry - we apparently subscribed just before he left, and I had

problem subscribing and in fact had great service from him. So ,
whew! We
got on just in time! Poor Anita.
Secondly, I wanted to make everyone aware of another problem that
has
recently come to my attention involving Ancestry.com. They have two
databases specific to our area; one is called Nash County, N.C.
Vital

Records and the other is Edgecombe County, N.C. Families (or
something
similar.) The Nash County one came out first, and the description
claims
that its information is from a book published in the early 1900's by
a Nash
County historical society. When it came out, I got LOTS of calls,
emails,
etc. from excited genealogists who wanted to see the original source
and
assumed our library would have it. I had never heard of the book
and so
called the other libraries in our area to try to find it. Again, no
one had
ever heard of it. In the database's description, there is also the
name of
the person who created the database, and an email contact. So I
tried that
and the message bounced back. I emailed Ancestry and let them know
the
address was wrong, and I got a form letter in reply. I told patrons
I was
stumped and would work on finding more out, then got busy with other
things,
until a few months later the Edgecombe database appeared (which is
even
closer to home!) Again, I began receiving a barrage of calls and
emails from
patrons wanting to see the original source, and again, I had never
heard of
it. Beginning to be very suspicious, I checked out the database and
sure
enough it was done by the same person who did the Nash county one.
This one
said that the original source was a book done in 1881 by the Tarboro
Genealogical and Library Society. I made some more calls, and no
one has
ever heard of this book either, including two local historians that
are very
knowledgeable of our area. Also, no one has ever heard of that
society, and
most local clubs and societies in this town have been well
documented.
Further investigation showed that neither the State Library of N.C.
nor the

it

Library of Congress owns this book.

The only person who has a copy,

seems, is the database creator (who lives in Michigan!) I tried to
send an
email again, and it bounced back again, so I wrote a rather urgent
message
to Ancestry and this time told them I was a librarian, had a
question about
a source, and had to get in touch with this person ASAP. They
replied
pretty quickly (I noticed I got a real reply when I told them I was
a
librarian) and gave me the correct address. I finally got in
contact with
the database creator and we corresponded for a few days. In a
nutshell
without the details (but if you want 'em just ask!), her story was
full of
holes, and I am left without proof that these books actually exist.
One of
the local historians I mentioned earlier has gone so far as to call
it a
hoax. I poked around some more this week on Ancestry.com and
noticed that
they do pay people to create databases for them, but I could not
determine
anything else, since if you're interested you contact them and then
they
give you all the details. I also noticed that they have a big
disclaimer,
which reworded might be something close to "if you don't like
something on
here your only choice is to get off this site." So, my final
question: is
there anything I can do about this situation? If I told someone at
Ancestry
my concerns over these databases, would anyone care??
Any and all comments appreciated.
Traci
_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: EGRUNDSET@DAR.ORG
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Fri Jan 12 08:51:33 2001
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: Ancestry Inc.
References: <LYRIS-6419-35403-2001.01.12-00.01.46-LNAUKAM#MCLS.ROCHESTER.LIB.NY.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3A5F0BE5.573C3EB0@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
I'd like to say, that as a writer for Ancestry - contributing editor,

when they feel like putting that on the masthead - Ancestry did do a
good job with Genealogical COmputing magazine until 1996. When they
hired many more people, and essentially went through this growth spurt,
that magazine went through many editors, developed a seemingly random
publication pattern - which I see as serials librarian here - and so on.
I applaud the American way of expansion and better service, but... I had
a long talk on the phone with one one their staffers, who shall remain
nameless to protect their job - and explained that customer service and
reliability is paramount. Bigger is not necessarily better. If you do 15
reference questions and screw up on all of them are you "better" than
doing 10 and delivering excellent service? I mean, let's get real.
BTW, Casey Child was a great help in resolving a purchasing issue where
they lost our order for the PERSI CD 5 times (and the order taker didn't
even know about the web page), plus charged the wrong price. It would up
taking 4 months to get it.
This is not to rip them - heaven knows, there are honest mistakes. But
in the case of the possible/alleged fraud mentioned in (today's) digest
- what do you think will happen when you pay a producer by the name?
I am confident their problems will be remedied.
If not, they're out of a job. Darwin at work.
-Larry Naukam
Rochester NY
From jeans at sierratel.com Fri Jan 12 05:46:35 2001
From: jeans at sierratel.com (Pam Jeans)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: World Connect problem
Message-ID: <3A5F0ABB.1090803@sierratel.com>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20010112/21a9ae52/
attachment.htm
From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Fri Jan 12 09:09:05 2001
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: A humble request
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.1010112090647.6613A-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
From hg0102 at slpl.lib.mo.us Fri Jan 12 12:19:01 2001
From: hg0102 at slpl.lib.mo.us (hg0102@slpl.lib.mo.us)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: FW: New genealogy newsletter
Message-ID: <51B12CA9BBA6D311809200902793673342CB24@EXSERVER.SLPL.LIB.MO.US>

The staff of the St. Louis Public Library would like to announce the
publication of a genealogy newsletter, the Gateway Family Historian. The
newsletter will be issued quarterly. It will include information on the
library's collections, search techniques, and tips on using particular types

of records, plus upcoming events and news of interest to local genealogists,
and a queries section, among other things. Each issue will focus on a
particular state or area, including foreign countries. Subscriptions are
free, and can be received in paper or as an email alert with a hyperlink to
the newsletter. We expect the first issue to be available in mid-February.
Genealogy librarians - please feel free to get a subscription for your
library, and share the information with patrons who may be interested. To
receive a subscription, please contact:
mailto:Webref@slpl.lib.mo.us
Put "Gateway Family Historian" in the subject line, and include your
mailing address if you would like a print copy of the newsletter.
Thank you for your time.
Kathleen J. Smith
Librarian
St. Louis Public Library, History & Genealogy Department

From afn01249 at afn.org Sat Jan 13 08:20:38 2001
From: afn01249 at afn.org (JT Whitfield)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: Ancestry.com and Nash County NC records
References: <LYRIS-111569-35303-2001.01.11-17.23.05-afn01249#afn.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <003a01c07d63$9fb75380$64a3e380@default>
Dear Traci and Genealib folks:
Last year I used the Nash County NC Vital Records for a genealogy project I
was working on. I cannot speak to the accuracy of the information contained
in this source, but I did find several names in appropriate places and time
periods that I had information on from other sources.
It seems that this is at best a "tertiary" source of information, since it
was copied from a secondary source to put online (and an unobtainable
secondary source at that). It is probably best used as a starting point in
a search for information from primary sources. To verify the info. I got
from this source I will have to try to dig up the actual records from which
it was compiled.
It just goes to show you that you (usually) can't just go on-line for half
an hour and come up with your entire(ly accurate) family tree.
Hope this proves helpful.
JT Whitfield
----- Original Message ----From: Traci Thompson <tracithompson@hotmail.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, January 11, 2001 10:21 PM
Subject: [genealib] Re: Ancestry.com
> Hello fellow list librarians,
> I'm Traci Thompson at Edgecombe County Memorial Library in Tarboro, N.C.
> The discussion of Ancestry.com has brought me out of lurkdom for a moment.

> First I wanted to thank those who informed us that Casey Childs had left
> Ancestry - we apparently subscribed just before he left, and I had no
> problem subscribing and in fact had great service from him. So , whew! We
> got on just in time! Poor Anita.
> Secondly, I wanted to make everyone aware of another problem that has
> recently come to my attention involving Ancestry.com. They have two
> databases specific to our area; one is called Nash County, N.C. Vital
> Records and the other is Edgecombe County, N.C. Families (or something
> similar.) The Nash County one came out first, and the description claims
> that its information is from a book published in the early 1900's by a
Nash
> County historical society. When it came out, I got LOTS of calls, emails,
> etc. from excited genealogists who wanted to see the original source and
> assumed our library would have it. I had never heard of the book and so
> called the other libraries in our area to try to find it. Again, no one
had
> ever heard of it. In the database's description, there is also the name
of
> the person who created the database, and an email contact. So I tried
that
> and the message bounced back. I emailed Ancestry and let them know the
> address was wrong, and I got a form letter in reply. I told patrons I was
> stumped and would work on finding more out, then got busy with other
things,
> until a few months later the Edgecombe database appeared (which is even
> closer to home!) Again, I began receiving a barrage of calls and emails
from
> patrons wanting to see the original source, and again, I had never heard
of
> it. Beginning to be very suspicious, I checked out the database and sure
> enough it was done by the same person who did the Nash county one. This
one
> said that the original source was a book done in 1881 by the Tarboro
> Genealogical and Library Society. I made some more calls, and no one has
> ever heard of this book either, including two local historians that are
very
> knowledgeable of our area. Also, no one has ever heard of that society,
and
> most local clubs and societies in this town have been well documented.
> Further investigation showed that neither the State Library of N.C. nor
the
> Library of Congress owns this book. The only person who has a copy, it
> seems, is the database creator (who lives in Michigan!) I tried to send
an
> email again, and it bounced back again, so I wrote a rather urgent message
> to Ancestry and this time told them I was a librarian, had a question
about
> a source, and had to get in touch with this person ASAP. They replied
> pretty quickly (I noticed I got a real reply when I told them I was a
> librarian) and gave me the correct address. I finally got in contact with
> the database creator and we corresponded for a few days. In a nutshell
> without the details (but if you want 'em just ask!), her story was full of
> holes, and I am left without proof that these books actually exist. One
of
> the local historians I mentioned earlier has gone so far as to call it a
> hoax. I poked around some more this week on Ancestry.com and noticed that
> they do pay people to create databases for them, but I could not determine
> anything else, since if you're interested you contact them and then they
> give you all the details. I also noticed that they have a big disclaimer,

> which reworded might be something close to "if you don't like something on
> here your only choice is to get off this site." So, my final question:
is
> there anything I can do about this situation? If I told someone at
Ancestry
> my concerns over these databases, would anyone care??
> Any and all comments appreciated.
> Traci
> _________________________________________________________________
> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com
>
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: afn01249@afn.org
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')

From majm1 at nsh.library.ns.ca Sat Jan 13 11:31:09 2001
From: majm1 at nsh.library.ns.ca (Joanne McCarthy)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: Ancestry.com
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-111867-35303-2001.01.11-17.23.05-majm1#nsh.library.ns.ca@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.A32.3.91.1010113112305.26534A@ponyx.nsh.library.ns.ca>

Traci,
if you don't mind, I might use your experience as an example of "being
aware" when using secondary sources during a library program in a few weeks.
Apparently, genealogical forgery is not a new issue. In the latest issue
of "Family Chronicle", (January/February, 2001), there is an article called
"Beware of Fraudulent Genealogies" by Ron Wild, pp 23-26. I haven't read
the entire article, but it looks like a brief introduction to some of the
more well known cases of fraudulent family genealogies published: Gustave
AnJou and Brian Leese. There is a person mentioned who has researches
fraud in genealogy and his name is Robert Charles Anderson. Perhaps you
could inform him about your experience with this fellow in Michigan.
Anderson has been published in the Utah Genealogical Association, so
perhaps they can put you in touch with him. (P.O Box 1144, Salt Lake
City, Utah, 84110.) Their journal, "Genealogical Journal" spent a whole
issue on deception : Vol 19, 1991, Nos 1 and 2. The issue was entitled
"Genealogical Deception".
Hope all of this helps
Joanne McCarthy
Reference Services
Halifax Regional Library
Nova Scotia, Canada
On Thu, 11 Jan 2001, Traci Thompson wrote:
> Hello fellow list librarians,
> I'm Traci Thompson at Edgecombe County Memorial Library in Tarboro, N.C.
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The discussion of Ancestry.com has brought me out of lurkdom for a moment.
First I wanted to thank those who informed us that Casey Childs had left
Ancestry - we apparently subscribed just before he left, and I had no
problem subscribing and in fact had great service from him. So , whew! We
got on just in time! Poor Anita.
Secondly, I wanted to make everyone aware of another problem that has
recently come to my attention involving Ancestry.com. They have two
databases specific to our area; one is called Nash County, N.C. Vital
Records and the other is Edgecombe County, N.C. Families (or something
similar.) The Nash County one came out first, and the description claims
that its information is from a book published in the early 1900's by a Nash
County historical society. When it came out, I got LOTS of calls, emails,
etc. from excited genealogists who wanted to see the original source and
assumed our library would have it. I had never heard of the book and so
called the other libraries in our area to try to find it. Again, no one had
ever heard of it. In the database's description, there is also the name of
the person who created the database, and an email contact. So I tried that
and the message bounced back. I emailed Ancestry and let them know the
address was wrong, and I got a form letter in reply. I told patrons I was
stumped and would work on finding more out, then got busy with other things,
until a few months later the Edgecombe database appeared (which is even
closer to home!) Again, I began receiving a barrage of calls and emails from
patrons wanting to see the original source, and again, I had never heard of
it. Beginning to be very suspicious, I checked out the database and sure
enough it was done by the same person who did the Nash county one. This one
said that the original source was a book done in 1881 by the Tarboro
Genealogical and Library Society. I made some more calls, and no one has
ever heard of this book either, including two local historians that are very
knowledgeable of our area. Also, no one has ever heard of that society, and
most local clubs and societies in this town have been well documented.
Further investigation showed that neither the State Library of N.C. nor the
Library of Congress owns this book. The only person who has a copy, it
seems, is the database creator (who lives in Michigan!) I tried to send an
email again, and it bounced back again, so I wrote a rather urgent message
to Ancestry and this time told them I was a librarian, had a question about
a source, and had to get in touch with this person ASAP. They replied
pretty quickly (I noticed I got a real reply when I told them I was a
librarian) and gave me the correct address. I finally got in contact with
the database creator and we corresponded for a few days. In a nutshell
without the details (but if you want 'em just ask!), her story was full of
holes, and I am left without proof that these books actually exist. One of
the local historians I mentioned earlier has gone so far as to call it a
hoax. I poked around some more this week on Ancestry.com and noticed that
they do pay people to create databases for them, but I could not determine
anything else, since if you're interested you contact them and then they
give you all the details. I also noticed that they have a big disclaimer,
which reworded might be something close to "if you don't like something on
here your only choice is to get off this site." So, my final question: is
there anything I can do about this situation? If I told someone at Ancestry
my concerns over these databases, would anyone care??
Any and all comments appreciated.
Traci
_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: majm1@nsh.library.ns.ca
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

>
From nygbslibrary at worldnet.att.net Sun Jan 14 16:30:15 2001
From: nygbslibrary at worldnet.att.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: Misinformation
Message-ID: <NCBBJEIDAPOMDJHCCBDMMEHACHAA.nygbslibrary@worldnet.att.net>
Well, the members of this listserv have certainly been able to cite a lot of
examples of misinformation! Sometimes the information has been deliberately
falsified, and sometimes it's of poor quality because it's been compiled
carelessly. I have some examples of careless compilation that I hope will
help others.
We just purchased the newly-released index to the 1900 New York federal
census on CD, published by "Generations Archives by Heritage Quest." We
already had the microfilmed Soundex for New York for 1900 and wanted to do a
spot comparison of the entries to check the accuracy of the CD. We found a
number of people on the Soundex who were not included on the CD. We have put
a cautionary label on the CD reading "To insure accuracy, check the 1900
Soundex prior to using this disk."
Here's an example of carelessness that hit home. We received a lot of
requests for articles from the 1932 volume of our journal, "The New York
Genealogical and Biographical Record," that were not in that volume. It was
a while before we finally found out why people were asking for it. A CD from
"Family Tree Maker's Family Archives" called "Marriage Index: New York
City, 1600s-1800s" (CD#239) was attributing information to our journal that
was actually from someone else's book. We had to put a label on the CD that
reads "Records erroneously attributed to the 1932 volume of 'The New York
Genealogical and Biographical Record' are from the book 'Index to Marriages
and Deaths in the New York Herald.'" Even the reviewer of the CD, whose
review is shown on Family Tree Maker's web site, didn't detect the error.
The review says,
"I was pleased to see that this marriage index CD contains references to
the source of the information,
including (in many cases) marriage
certificate numbers, and the Family History Library (FHL) microfilm or
fiche number of the actual records. In viewing a random selection of
records, I found three basic sources
of information for the CD: The New
York Genealogical and Biographical Record (quarterly), 1932, selected
extracts; Marriage Registers, Extracts from Manhattan (1869-1880) and
Brooklyn (1895-1897); and Early
Settlers of New York State, Their Ancestors
and Descendants, Extracts from Vol.2, No.5 (Nov 1935)."
And all of this is aside from the advertisements, which can range from
minimal to misleading. It's a waste of my library's money (or time spent by
our staff, if a refund is available) to place an order for a CD, check it
in, pay for it, look at it, and figure out that my library already owns the
book that the information came from but which wasn't mentioned in the ad.
Is there something active, something official that we can do as a profession
or as this group about these problems?
Joy
Joy Rich
Director of the Library

The New York Genealogical and Biographical Society
122 E. 58th Street, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10022-1939
Telephone: (212) 755-8532
Fax: (212) 754-4218
http://www.nygbs.org
joyrich@nygbs.org

From bstahr at i-55.com Mon Jan 15 16:48:26 2001
From: bstahr at i-55.com (Beth Stahr)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: Misinformation
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-46848-35841-2001.01.14-16.30.51--bstahr#i-55.com@lis
ts.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <4.1.20010115164305.00c22760@127.0.0.1>

>Is there something active, something official that we can do as a profession
>or as this group about these problems?
>
>
Joy
>
>Joy Rich
>Director of the Library
>The New York Genealogical and Biographical Society
>122 E. 58th Street, 4th Floor
>New York, NY 10022-1939
>Telephone: (212) 755-8532
>Fax: (212) 754-4218
Joy and all,
I don't know how actively Liz Kerstens pursues genealogical fraud, but you
may want to check her website at
<http://www.ancestordetective.com/watchdog.htm>
The National Genealogical Society has a set of five Genealogical Standards
and Guidelines, and all librarians need to educate their patrons and
promote these guidelines. They can be found at
<http://www.ngsgenealogy.org/about/content/committees/gene_stan.html>
Beth Stahr, MLS, CGRS
bstahr@i-55.com

From cyndihow at oz.net Mon Jan 15 15:29:16 2001
From: cyndihow at oz.net (Cyndi Howells)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: Standards For Using Records Repositories And Libraries
Message-ID: <5.0.2.1.2.20010115152744.025e5ec0@pop3.norton.antivirus>
Hello all I just posted the following message on four different mailing lists, and
thought I would share it here as well. Please feel free to forward it to

other mailing lists and groups of interest.
Cyndi
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Reprinted with permission from:
http://www.ngsgenealogy.org/about/content/committees/gene2_stan.html
Standards For Using Records Repositories And Libraries
Recommended by the National Genealogical Society
http://www.ngsgenealogy.org/
4527 17th Street North
Arlington, Virginia 22207-2399
Recognizing that how they use unique original records and fragile
publications will affect other users, both current and future, family
history researchers habitually?
?are courteous to research facility personnel and other researchers, and
respect the staff?s other daily tasks, not expecting the records custodian
to listen to their family histories nor provide constant or immediate
attention.
?dress appropriately, converse with others in a low voice, and supervise
children appropriately.
?do their homework in advance, know what is available and what they need,
and avoid ever asking for "everything" on their ancestors.
?use only designated work space areas, respect off-limits areas, and
request permission before using photocopy or microform equipment, asking
for assistance if needed.
?treat original records at all times with great respect and work with only
a few records at a time, recognizing that they are irreplaceable and that
each user must help preserve them for future use.
?treat books with care, never forcing their spines, and handle photographs
properly, preferably wearing archival gloves.
?never mark, mutilate, rearrange, relocate, or remove from the repository
any original, printed, microform, or electronic document or artifact.
?use only procedures prescribed by the repository for noting corrections to
any errors or omissions found in published works, never marking the work
itself.
?keep note-taking paper or other objects from covering records or books,
and avoid placing any pressure upon them, particularly with a pencil or pen.
?use only the method specifically designated for identifying records for
duplication, avoiding use of paper clips, adhesive notes, or other means
not approved by the facility, unless instructed otherwise, replace volumes
and files in their proper locations, before departure, thank the records
custodians for their courtesy in making the materials available.
?follow the rules of the records repository without protest, even if they

have changed since a previous visit or differ from those of another facility.
?1997 by National Genealogical Society; includes material ?1995 by Joy
Reisinger, CGRS SM. Both copyright owners grant permission to copy or
publish these standards, provided they are reproduced in their entirety,
including this notice.

From dmoneta at lib.az.us Wed Jan 17 09:28:13 2001
From: dmoneta at lib.az.us (Daniela Moneta)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: Yuma Territorial Marriage Book
Message-ID: <4.1.20010117084929.00c76e10@lib.az.us>
Dear Fellow Genealogy Librarians,
There is a NEW Arizona genealogy book available - Arizona Territorial
Marriages, Yuma County 1864 - 1912, compiled by Fay L.
Smith Arellano. This publication covers the earliest extant civil records
of marriages for Yuma County, Territory of Arizona. This material has not
been microfilmed. The original entry books were used to compile the
information. The book has 185 pages, is hard-bound, and includes an index
of grooms, of brides, a list of performing officials, and an index of others.
This book is the first in a series of Arizona Territorial marriages that
will be published by the Arizona Genealogical Advisory Board. It is at the
bindery now and will be available for shipment, February 16, 2001.
Orders are now being accepted.
Title: Arizona Territorial Marriages Yuma County 1864 - 1912
Price: $30.00 ($25.00 per book, plus $5.00 shipping)
Send your order and payment to:
AzGAB
Attn: Yuma Marriage Book
P.O. Box 5641
Mesa, AZ 85211-5641
Thank you,
Daniela Moneta
Daniela Moneta / Collection Development Librarian / Genealogy Librarian
Arizona State Dept of Library, Archives, and Public Records
E-mail: dmoneta@dlapr.lib.az.us / Phone: 602-542-3701 / Fax: 602-542-4400

From dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us Thu Jan 18 10:14:37 2001
From: dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us (Don Litzer)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: Ancestry genealogy scam
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.20010118101437.007e1100@mail.scls.lib.wi.us>
Dear Traci Thompson and list,
The threads on this list tend to
appreciate, but even given that,
Traci Thompson's memo of January
down the ultimate source of data

be mercifully short, which I generally
I was surprised at the tepid response to
11, about her experience trying to track
for Nash and Edgecombe Counties, NC Vital

Records, etc. published on Ancestry CD-ROMs.
If you didn't read the message (I have a hard copy but have already
relegated the e-mail to my recycle bin, and didn't feel like keying it all
in), Traci was flooded with calls at her local library by users of this
CD-ROM looking for the source from which the data was abstracted, a source
which apparently cannot be identified with certainty and may not even exist.
At the very least, the lack of attention to scholarly veracity is
disconcerting. At most, it could be considered a scam, with the database
creator and publisher sharing in culpability. Yes, data and pedigree
fudging have been around as long as genealogies have been promulgated. And
yes, we all know the mantra we should be chanting to our patrons that, just
because data glows on a computer screen, it should not be claimed as
gospel. However, in the past era of genealogy when volunteers and small
publishers dominated the field because no one else wanted it, such
fact-shading could be forgiven or at least suffered in silence. However,
in the present era when large commercial interests have seized an
opporutnity to serve genealogists and prosper in the process, ethics and
results must be judged in a different light.
It is one thing to act as a clearinghouse for information, as in World
Family Tree and suchlike, in which case it's nearly impossible for the
entity providing that forum to verify the data being exchanged. However,
for information being published under one's label, there must be some
accountability. The frustrating part of Traci's sad story is that there is
no accountability, as the database creator enjoys relative anonymity, and
Ancestry refuses to take a degree of responsibility regularly expected by a
publisher of any sort.
The only suggestion I have to rectify the situation is to subject data to
the bright light of day:
--By making these misrepresentations known in public forums. Cyndi's List,
for example, has a category "Myths, Hoaxes, and Scams," to which such
findings should be submitted.
--By pressing for the identity of database creators to be at least as
identifiable as if their information were published in a print publication.
The creator should be identifiable with a person, organization, or
institution, just as if that information were in a book--not made anonymous
just because he/she has published the information electronically.
--By noting plainly to the public, in much clearer terms than legalese,
when publishers such as Ancestry abrograte their responsibility as
publishers to require an expected standard of scholarship and verifiability
(maybe that's a word...).
I know that personally, when I give a program at our library on doing
Internet genealogy later this month, I will emphasize the caveat of
digitally available information even more fully than I have in the past.
My professional ethics demand that I do so.
And, if anyone has the e-mail for Loretto Dennis Szucs, the Vice President
of Publishing at MyFamily.Com Inc., I'd appreciate you forwarding this
message to her. I can't seem to locate her card now, otherwise I'd do it
myself. Their organization has done great things, but we expect more, and
we are all pulling for that to happen.
Wonderful things are happening in genealogy right now, but we as librarians
know when we need to put people's feet to the fire, and we should not shirk
that professional responsibility. Thanks for sharing, Traci, and I just

hope I don't regret any time soon having spilled my guts here:)
faith!
Don Litzer
Head of Adult Services
McMillan Memorial Library
490 E. Grand Avenue
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
(715) 423-1040

Keep the

"Happiness = Reality - Expectations"
From diane at kovacs.com Thu Jan 18 11:29:42 2001
From: diane at kovacs.com (Dorothyl-Moderator)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003
Subject: Ancestry genealogy scam
In-Reply-To:
<LYRIS-114198-36928-2001.01.18-11.11.34--diane#kovacs.com@lists.acomp.usf.
edu>
References:
<LYRIS-114198-36928-2001.01.18-11.11.34--diane#kovacs.com@lists.acomp.usf.
edu>
Message-ID: <v04220832b68cc8e1fb33@[192.168.1.14]>
I wasn't going to say anything in deference to the folks from North
Carolina... but I don't think that this is a 'scam' or any such
thing. The database description is very clear as to what one can
expect in the database... I have no knowledge of the CD-ROM. The
database description shows that the author and the publisher are
aware that the source is the publication of their recollections of
their family history by a small group of families in 1909 and that
this is in fact not an official vital records publication. The
database claims only to be helpful to folks researching the family
names and does not claim authority. Specifically:,
See http://www.ancestry.com/search/rectype/inddbs/4682.htm
.."Cynthia Herrin, can be contacted by sending e-mail to
forms@tir.com.
Source Information:
Herrin, Cynthia. Nash County Abstracts to Vital Records.
[database online] Provo, UT:
Ancestry.com, 2000. Information for this database was
gleaned from Families of Early
North Carolina originally published in 1909."
Yours,
Di
Diane K. Kovacs - Kovacs Consulting Internet & World Wide Web
Training http://www.kovacs.com
"Genealogical Research on the Internet" Web-based workshop: Jan 22 or 23
Genealogical Research on the Internet Web-based Workshop in a Book
Forthcoming from Neal-Schuman Spring 2001
From diane at kovacs.com Thu Jan 18 12:00:47 2001
From: diane at kovacs.com (Diane K. Kovacs)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:03 2003

Subject: Ancestry genealogy scam
Message-ID: <v04220839b68cd0d3d8fe@[192.168.1.14]>
Forgot the Edgecombe County description which is really interesting
and gives a warning and also some details about where the information
in the book came from (subscription service with each 'lady' writing
their recollections) as well as warnings about the conflicting
dates/names and etc.:
http://www.ancestry.com/search/rectype/inddbs/4990.htm
"It is important to realize that information has been entered into
the database exactly as it was
found in the book. For example, one wedding date is given
only as Feb 31. On a few
occasions, people were given dates of death that preceeded
their dates of birth, or they were
listed in a CSA unit when they lived and died in the 18th
century. Sometimes a man listed
with a certain wife, birth and marriage dates, children, and
father will have a different
mother on two separate pages. These obvious errors have also
been included, as printed in the
book. It is up to the researcher to decide their veracity. "
Cynthia Herrin, can be contacted by sending e-mail to
forms@tir.com.
Source Information:
Herrin, Cynthia, comp. Edgecombe County, North Carolina,
Vital Records, 1720 - 1880.
[database online] Provo, UT: Ancestry.com, 2000-. Original
data: Early Families of
Edgecombe County, North Carolina, Its Past and Present. NC:
The Tarboro Society for
Genealogy and Biography, 1881 (with an appendix added in
1920). "Compiled by the Ladies'
Tarboro, NC Genealogy and Library Association for the
Preservation, Dissemination and
Exultation of the History of Edgecombe Co., NC."
Di
Diane K. Kovacs - Kovacs Consulting Internet & World Wide Web
Training http://www.kovacs.com
"Genealogical Research on the Internet" Web-based workshop: Jan 22 or 23
Genealogical Research on the Internet Web-based Workshop in a Book
Forthcoming from Neal-Schuman Spring 2001
From diane at kovacs.com Thu Jan 18 13:33:28 2001
From: diane at kovacs.com (Diane K. Kovacs)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: Ancestry genealogy scam
In-Reply-To: <003601c0817b$6ad6dac0$3d0aa8c0@pc.edu>
References:
<LYRIS-122335-36941-2001.01.18-11.43.05--rgrimsle#pc.edu@lists.acomp.usf.e
du> <002201c08171$6f010800$3d0aa8c0@pc.edu>
<v0422083fb68cd4e3cd59@[192.168.1.14]>
<003601c0817b$6ad6dac0$3d0aa8c0@pc.edu>

Message-ID: <v04220811b68ce5b84802@[192.168.1.14]>
Reagan,
Am forwarding this (our whole chain of discussion so this is a long
post) on to the list as I think our dialog is a good one 8).
I
thought about what you said as I was taking my noon walk and think
you've got a good point. I was just reading Gene Stratton's Applied
Genealogy and he's got a whole section on the concept of
documentation and he says family history type publications in general
are not good documentation but that doesn't mean that they can't be
useful in providing direction and clues.
I guess I would prefer though, that commercial publishers put these
sorts of things in a special category.. eg., Family Histories
(anecdotal) rather than eliminating them from a collection. How else
can people who don't have access to the original publications see
them? They do often give many clues. I think it *is* misleading to
have these sorts of publications searchable as though they were a
factual/statistical kind of database along with materials which are
factual/statistical.
Yours,
Di
>Di:
>
>I just hit the reply button assuming it would go to the list. Please also
>note that I do believe, as stated in my earlier email, that the author and
>publisher has given "fair warning" to anyone who uses the cd. I do believe,
>however, that if a large publishing firm is going to publish and sell the
>findings, then they should be very careful of the items which they publish.
>As a oral historian, I fully realize the value of oral histories, and that
>all reminiscences can be subject to the faults of our human memory. The
>university which I attended likewise has thousands of oral histories which
>are used by family historians, some of which I myself conducted. To me, the
>difference lies in the fact that the publisher knows the publication can be
>faulty and has errors, and chooses to publish it anyway for monetary gain. I
>cite the example of a local historian and genealogist from my hometown who
>had to stop writing for the local newspaper because his reminiscences were
>so faulty. Example: he remembers the days when the small town I grew up in
>had bars, and tells tales of the drunks in the streets, yet he was born in
>the 1930's, years after the last bar closed! He too has privately published
>a "historical and genealogical work" which is so full of errors that I
>shudder to think that anyone takes it seriously, but I have had numerous
>people mention to me what a wonderful resource it is! By promoting
>publications like this, are we doing researchers a favor? Now if he wants to
>publish and sell this work, I know that it comes from a source which should
>be scrutinized....however, if a major publisher decides to micofilm it or
>put it on cd and sell it, I would expect a higher standard.
>
>Perhaps I am wrong on this, but my background as a historian, family
>genealogist, librarian, and custodian of documents tells me that I would be
>hesitant to use this work in my own personal research without
>double-checking my sources, and I truly hope that other researchers would be
>just as thorough. To often, however, I have patrons who take any written
>version of their family history as gospel, no matter how many times you warn
>them to back up the results with vital records.
>
>You may distribute this to the list if you want.
>
>----- Original Message -----

>From: "Diane K. Kovacs" <diane@kovacs.com>
>To: "Reagan Grimsley" <rgrimsle@pc.edu>
>Sent: Thursday, January 18, 2001 12:19 PM
>Subject: Re: [genealib] Re: Ancestry genealogy scam
>
>
> > There are literally thousands of these 'family histories' in
> > libraries all over the world.. just at Kent State there were
> > hundreds.. This is not misinformation.. its the recollections of what
> > people remember and that is valuable information...even if its not
> > strictly accurate..
In my own family for example.. My Mother kept
> > saying everyone was from Germany.. and they came in to the U.S. in
> > the 1880's..and no Civil War soldiers...But my research (documented
> > with obituaries and Civil War military and pension records) shows a
> > whole paternal branch from England coming in as early as 1840 and my
> > mother's great grandfather (Theodore Wilson) served in the Civil War
> > (Illinois unit as Wagoner for 5 whole months near the end) and she
> > didn't know.. but still My mom's recollections were very useful in
> > getting me started..
> > Yours,
> > Di
> > btw, this came to me personally and not to the list.. I won't take it
> > back to the list unless you give permission.. you have my permission
> > to forward this on with your reply.
> >
> > >In reference to the recent thread about what perhaps we should call the
> > >"misinterpreted" cd, I have a couple of brief comments. First off, the
> > >review of the work does plainly state that faulty information may exist,
>but
> > >I do believe the publisher has some ethical duty to ensure that faulty
> > >information is not spread, because then the material hinders researchers
> > >instead of helping them. If the large genealogy resource firms are going
>to
> > >be legitimate providers of information, then they should investigate the
> > >claims of misinformation, and if true, should drop the sale of the
>product.
> > >Although the Internet has done wonders for the study of genealogy,
>allowing
> > >or rubberstamping the proliferation of faulty information will only serve
>to
> > >hinder librarians and researchers in their quest for facts.
> > >
> > >Reagan Grimsley
> > >Special Collections Librarian
> > >Pikeville College Allara Library
> > >
> > >
> > >----- Original Message ----> > >From: "Dorothyl-Moderator" <diane@kovacs.com>
> > >To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
> > >Cc: <forms@tir.com>
> > >Sent: Thursday, January 18, 2001 11:29 AM
> > >Subject: [genealib] Re: Ancestry genealogy scam
> > >
> > >
> > > > I wasn't going to say anything in deference to the folks from North
> > > > Carolina... but I don't think that this is a 'scam' or any such
> > > > thing. The database description is very clear as to what one can
> > > > expect in the database... I have no knowledge of the CD-ROM. The

> > > > database description shows that the author and the publisher are
> > > > aware that the source is the publication of their recollections of
> > > > their family history by a small group of families in 1909 and that
> > > > this is in fact not an official vital records publication. The
> > > > database claims only to be helpful to folks researching the family
> > > > names and does not claim authority. Specifically:,
> > > >
> > > > See http://www.ancestry.com/search/rectype/inddbs/4682.htm
> > > >
> > > > .."Cynthia Herrin, can be contacted by sending e-mail to
> > > >
forms@tir.com.
> > > >
> > > >
Source Information:
> > > >
Herrin, Cynthia. Nash County Abstracts to Vital Records.
> > > > [database online] Provo, UT:
> > > >
Ancestry.com, 2000. Information for this database was
> > > > gleaned from Families of Early
> > > >
North Carolina originally published in 1909."
> > > >
> > > > Yours,
> > > > Di
> > > > Diane K. Kovacs - Kovacs Consulting Internet & World Wide Web
> > > > Training http://www.kovacs.com
> > > > "Genealogical Research on the Internet" Web-based workshop: Jan 22
>or 23
> > > > Genealogical Research on the Internet Web-based Workshop in a Book
> > > > Forthcoming from Neal-Schuman Spring 2001
> > > >
> > > > --> > > > You are currently subscribed to genealib as: rgrimsle@pc.edu
> > > > To unsubscribe send a blank email to
> > >$subst('Email.Unsub')
> > > >
> >
> > Diane K. Kovacs - Kovacs Consulting Internet & Web Training
> > "Small Business Research on the Web " OHIONET Sponsored
> > Live Online Web-based Workshop: January 25 or 26
> > diane@kovacs.com
- http://www.kovacs.com
> >
Diane K. Kovacs - Kovacs Consulting Internet & World Wide Web
Training http://www.kovacs.com
"Genealogical Research on the Internet" Web-based workshop: Jan 22 or 23
Genealogical Research on the Internet Web-based Workshop in a Book
Forthcoming from Neal-Schuman Spring 2001
From tracithompson at hotmail.com Thu Jan 18 21:30:32 2001
From: tracithompson at hotmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: Ancestry
Message-ID: <F142vPeSHvnNFmXNZ6000002432@hotmail.com>
JT,
Definitely true, and worth repeating frequently!
Traci
___________________________Dear Traci and Genealib folks:

Last year I used the Nash County NC Vital Records for a genealogy project I
was working on. I cannot speak to the accuracy of the information contained
in this source, but I did find several names in appropriate places and time
periods that I had information on from other sources.
It seems that this is at best a "tertiary" source of information, since it
was copied from a secondary source to put online (and an unobtainable
secondary source at that). It is probably best used as a starting point in
a search for information from primary sources. To verify the info. I got
from this source I will have to try to dig up the actual records from which
it was compiled.
It just goes to show you that you (usually) can't just go on-line for half
an hour and come up with your entire(ly accurate) family tree.
Hope this proves helpful.
JT Whitfield
_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com

From dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us Thu Jan 18 17:02:09 2001
From: dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us (Don Litzer)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: CD-ROMs in NC
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.20010118170209.007e38f0@mail.scls.lib.wi.us>
Excuse me if you hear "that loud, sucking sound" as I pull my foot out of
my mouth.
I am not afraid to say I'm sorry, and I apologize to the degree to which I
transformed circumstance into motive in this morning's memo.
Within minutes of my posting, I was engaged in conversation from Ann Irwin
of Ancestry, who explained that having only had three business days to
address the complaint, having inadvertently left a letter off the database
compiler's e-mail address, the compiler's cutoff of e-mail access due to
construction around her residence, etc., all contributed to delay and
frustration in dealing with this situation from a service standpoint.
As respects the database itself, Ann also assured me that there were indeed
books from which this information was taken and published. I take her at
her word, and I suggested (as she's indeed doing) that she advise Traci
directly as to detail regarding the sources for these CD-ROMs that have
occasioned such a stir at her library, sources that none of the locals
previously knew existed.
Was the citation sufficient? If what Diane Kovacs posted is verbatim from
the CD-ROM, I'd consider the Nash County source description to be
sketchy--not exactly what one of my library science professors at Kent
State would have considered adequate...
However, if as appears to be the case here, the sources used in the
Edgecomb and Nash County databases are practically unique to the compiler's
collection, and not available in ANY library collection, certainly one
accessible through an online union catalog such as Worldcat, even the most
exhaustive bibliographic citation and description of the source material

would not have helped Traci, since she wouldn't have been able to find a
copy of the item to independently verify the CD-ROM's data.
This points up the acid test of documentation: the ability to take a piece
of information and independently verify it. If only one copy exists, and
that copy's in private hands, verification is almost a "my word against
yours" proposition that can only be solved by somehow providing greater
access to the original--by reproducing the item or, as I understand is the
case here, relying on the extreme goodwill of the database producer, who
has consistently graciously offered to provide copies from source works to
interested parties.
Should the degree to which a database's original source material is
accessible be an element of documentation for a database? Perhaps it
should be, and the strongest case for such a standard increases with the
subjectivity of the data...most strongly for memoirs, oral histories, etc.,
and less so for official records.
That gets to at least a bit of the point made by Reagan Grimsley in his
sub-thread with Diane, addressing the discomfort with the elevation in
credibility of oral histories and other less-than-scholarly-level research
which occurs by the simple act of electonically publishing them. It's a
discussion worth pursuing, and I hope at least one positive outcome of my
otherwise overreaching posting.
Don Litzer
Head of Adult Services
McMillan Memorial Library
490 E. Grand Avenue
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
(715) 423-1040
"Happiness = Reality - Expectations"
From nygbslibrary at worldnet.att.net Fri Jan 19 11:22:39 2001
From: nygbslibrary at worldnet.att.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: FW: Important Announcement from GenealogyDatabase.com
Message-ID: <NCBBJEIDAPOMDJHCCBDMMEIKCHAA.nygbslibrary@worldnet.att.net>
Dear LSGers,
FYI
Joy
Joy Rich
Director of the Library
The New York Genealogical and Biographical Society
122 E. 58th Street, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10022-1939
Telephone: (212) 755-8532
Fax: (212) 754-4218
http://www.nygbs.org
joyrich@nygbs.org
-----Original Message----From: gendb.promomailinglist@kalas.sierra.com

[mailto:gendb.promomailinglist@kalas.sierra.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 18, 2001 5:18 PM
To: joyrich@nygbs.org
Subject: Important Announcement from GenealogyDatabase.com
Dear GenealogyDatabase.com Subscriber:
Thank you for your continued interest in GenealogyDatabase.com. We regret to
announce that, due to the current economic pressures in the Internet market,
we are indefinitely postponing our site's launch. We recognize that there is
a strong interest in online census records. However, we feel that, at this
time, we would be unable to provide the level of service SierraHome and
Heritage Quest customers have come to expect.
As you may know, the entire U.S. Federal Census 1790-1920 is already
available on CD-ROM from Heritage Quest. Whether you choose digital CD-ROMs,
microfilm or microfiche, you can be confident that you are purchasing the
highest quality research data available today. Heritage Quest also features
a complete catalog of indexed data, thousands of books by celebrated
genealogy experts and software from SierraHome's award-winning Generations
family.
http://www.heritagequest.com/ProdFind2/census.htm
MAILING LIST SUBSCRIBERS: BUY 3 CENSUS IMAGES, GET 1 FREE
To thank you for your support, we're offering each of our
GenealogyDatabase.com subscribers a special rate on our acclaimed digital
microfilm census images on CD-ROM. Simply purchase any three census image
CDs and you'll receive a fourth one absolutely free! This offer is open to
Heritage Quest members and non-members.
To redeem your offer, place the items you wish to purchase in your shopping
cart. Click "Proceed to Check Out" and enter the code GDB341. This offer
expires February 16, 2001.
We will continue to announce our next steps as information becomes
available. Once again, thank you for your patronage. We wish you the best of
luck with your research endeavors.
Best regards,
Dianna Amorde
Senior Vice President, SierraHome
Brad Steuart
President, Heritage Quest

From rutucker at cfu.net Fri Jan 19 11:39:40 2001
From: rutucker at cfu.net (Ruth Tucker)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: Ancestry genealogy scam
References: <LYRIS-67513-36979-2001.01.18-13.43.01--

rutucker#cfu.net@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3A687BD7.FF6709D9@cfu.net>
Hi, Diane,
I agree with you as
misleading they can
as Historian of the
Society, but always
Records if they are

to how useful family histories can be as clues, but also how
be. I have used them many times in preparing lineage records
Iowa Mayflower
with caution. I still attempt to verify the data with Vital
available.

A case in point: This winter a group of school children have been visiting the
retirement center where my mother resides. As part of their curriculum, they have
been interviewing her and at
Christmas, presented her with a one-page bio that they had written from the
interviews. Now my mother has suffered several mini-strokes since last April that
have affected her memory and language
recall, so she sometimes says one name when she means another. The bio the
children wrote is full of errors, and my mother recognized them, but she wants me
to make photocopies of it to give to
various family members. I hesitate to do this, as I can visualize this being found
50 - 100 years from now in someone's memorabelia, and not knowing the difference,
they will think it is all true. So
far I have just not done anything, and I think she has forgotten she gave it me by
now.
This discussion has been great.
Ruth Tucker
Cedar Falls, IA
>
>
>
>
>
>

I was just reading Gene Stratton's Applied
Genealogy and he's got a whole section on the concept of
documentation and he says family history type publications in general
are not good documentation but that doesn't mean that they can't be
useful in providing direction and clues.

From deb.keener at wayne.lib.oh.us Wed Jan 24 10:25:10 2001
From: deb.keener at wayne.lib.oh.us (Deb Keener)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: digitizing microfilm
Message-ID: <3A6EF3D6.8D7E2E79@wayne.lib.oh.us>
Hello, everyone. For the past year our library (Wayne County Public
Library, Wooster, OH) has been looking into the possibility of
digitizing our newspapers. We have recently become aware of a company
called Heritage Microfilm that for $0.20 per page, they will digitize
newspapers on microfilm and provide an index to what they have
microfilmed. I was wondering if any of you are aware of this company,
has had any work done by them, or if you are aware of other companies
that may do similar digitizing projects?
Deborah Keener
Genealogy Department, WCPL
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...

Name: dkeener.vcf
Type: text/x-vcard
Size: 332 bytes
Desc: Card for Deb Keener
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20010124/47418d7a/
dkeener.vcf
From hkelly at wichita.lib.ks.us Wed Jan 24 12:16:33 2001
From: hkelly at wichita.lib.ks.us (Heidi Dressler Kelly)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: digitizing microfilm
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-112974-38716-2001.01.24-10.27.03--hkelly#wichita.lib
.ks.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <5.0.2.1.0.20010124121602.00a2e040@netconnect.wichita.lib.ks.us>
I would like to hear any responses to this question too. Please post to the
list! Thanks.
At 10:25 AM 1/24/01 -0500, Deb Keener wrote:
>Hello, everyone. For the past year our library (Wayne County Public
>Library, Wooster, OH) has been looking into the possibility of
>digitizing our newspapers. We have recently become aware of a company
>called Heritage Microfilm that for $0.20 per page, they will digitize
>newspapers on microfilm and provide an index to what they have
>microfilmed. I was wondering if any of you are aware of this company,
>has had any work done by them, or if you are aware of other companies
>that may do similar digitizing projects?
>
>Deborah Keener
>Genealogy Department, WCPL
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: hkelly@wichita.lib.ks.us
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to
>$subst('Email.Unsub')
-Heidi Dressler Kelly, MSLS
Local History Librarian
Wichita Public Library
223 S. Main St.
Wichita, KS 67202
316-261-8500
hkelly@wichita.lib.ks.us

From kmiller at krl.org Wed Jan 24 10:30:31 2001
From: kmiller at krl.org (kmiller@krl.org)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: digitizing microfilm
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-110557-38765-2001.01.24-13.18.24-kmiller#krl.org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.SO4.4.05.10101241028480.3233-100000@linknet.kitsap.lib.wa.us>
They have a web site at
http://www.heritagemicrofilm.com/Archive/search.asp
You can see that pricing structure there.

Karen
On Wed, 24 Jan 2001, Heidi Dressler Kelly wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I would like to hear any responses to this question too. Please post to the
list! Thanks.
At 10:25 AM 1/24/01 -0500, Deb Keener wrote:
>Hello, everyone. For the past year our library (Wayne County Public
>Library, Wooster, OH) has been looking into the possibility of
>digitizing our newspapers. We have recently become aware of a company
>called Heritage Microfilm that for $0.20 per page, they will digitize
>newspapers on microfilm and provide an index to what they have
>microfilmed. I was wondering if any of you are aware of this company,
>has had any work done by them, or if you are aware of other companies
>that may do similar digitizing projects?
>
>Deborah Keener
>Genealogy Department, WCPL
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: hkelly@wichita.lib.ks.us
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to
>$subst('Email.Unsub')
-Heidi Dressler Kelly, MSLS
Local History Librarian
Wichita Public Library
223 S. Main St.
Wichita, KS 67202
316-261-8500
hkelly@wichita.lib.ks.us
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: kmiller@krl.org
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From GenAnnual at aol.com Wed Jan 24 15:00:24 2001
From: GenAnnual at aol.com (GenAnnual@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: Nominations sought for best local histories and genealogies of 2000-2001
Message-ID: <a7.b14a075.27a08e58@aol.com>
FYI: The Local History & Genealogy Librarian newsletter would like your
nominations for the best genealogy & local history materials of 2000-2001.
This would include books, CD's, etc. on genealogy, church histories, archival
guides & finding aids, indexes, cemetery records, military records, town
histories etc. LHGL wants a good selection from each state.
To submit a nomination send the title & bibliographic information on the book
nominated with a brief statement as to why you are nominating this book. LHGL
is looking for a wide selection of books and materials. Send your nominations
to LHGL@HeritageQuest.com

For more information see: http://www.heritagequest.com/html/lhgl_010118.html
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20010124/3f40acc6/
attachment.htm
From JulieKidd at compuserve.com Thu Jan 25 04:36:43 2001
From: JulieKidd at compuserve.com (Julie Kidd)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: digitizing microfilm
Message-ID: <200101250436_MC2-C2F7-EDFE@compuserve.com>
I don't know about this group, but I think I'd want to know a lot more
about them before I took advantage of their services.
They certainly are anonymous on their website, full of glowing praise for
their abilities.
But, there is no way to contact them except by the email or 800 number.
I also don't see anything about providing an index -and I would seriously
doubt they're going to do that- unless what they mean is by listing it in
their available microfilm.
You might want to look up a newspaper in a town near you that is listed and
check with them as to how their dealings with this company went, and if
they felt they got value for the money.
Julie
JulieKidd@compuserve.com
+ - - + - - + - - + - - + - - + - - + - - + - - + - - + - - + - - + - - + - + - - + - - + - - + - - + - - + - - +
NGS Conference, 16-19 May 2001, Portland, Oregon.
For information on the conference, go to:
http://www.gfo.org/ngs2001/index.htm
Message text written by INTERNET:kmiller@krl.org
>
They have a web site at
http://www.heritagemicrofilm.com/Archive/search.asp
You can see that pricing structure there.
Karen
On Wed, 24 Jan 2001, Heidi Dressler Kelly wrote:
>
> I would like to hear any responses to this question too. Please post to
the
> list! Thanks.
>
> At 10:25 AM 1/24/01 -0500, Deb Keener wrote:
> >Hello, everyone. For the past year our library (Wayne County Public
> >Library, Wooster, OH) has been looking into the possibility of
> >digitizing our newspapers. We have recently become aware of a company

> >called Heritage Microfilm that for $0.20 per page, they will digitize
> >newspapers on microfilm and provide an index to what they have
> >microfilmed. I was wondering if any of you are aware of this company,
> >has had any work done by them, or if you are aware of other companies
> >that may do similar digitizing projects?
> >
> >Deborah Keener
> >Genealogy Department, WCPL
> >
> >--> >You are currently subscribed to genealib as: hkelly@wichita.lib.ks.us
> >To unsubscribe send a blank email to
> >$subst('Email.Unsub')
>
> -> Heidi Dressler Kelly, MSLS
> Local History Librarian
> Wichita Public Library
> 223 S. Main St.
> Wichita, KS 67202
> 316-261-8500
> hkelly@wichita.lib.ks.us
>
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: kmiller@krl.org
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
---<

From ajelen at wfpl.net Thu Jan 25 12:04:59 2001
From: ajelen at wfpl.net (Andrew Jelen)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: best-practices binder
Message-ID: <3A706ACB.B1114859@wfpl.net>
List,
Someone suggested to me that I develop some kind of best-practices
binder as a method for demonstrating and emphasizing the importance of
not only documentation, but also general note-taking and data storage to
my patrons, especially those new to genealogy.
I envisioned examples, from actual research, of completed family record
sheets, pedigree charts, census notations, individual-research
checklists, land-ownership notations, photocopies, etc. I am not
particularly interested in examples of output such as family histories
or journal articles.
Have any of you considered or developed something like this?
available to patrons? What problems and drawbacks have you
encountered? Do you feel it is 'successful'?

How is it

Thank you,
Andrew Jelen

Andrew C Jelen
Librarian
Prothro Genealogical Research Center
Wichita Falls Public Library
Texas

ajelen@wfpl.net

Wichita Falls,

From SCarter at plainfield.lib.in.us Thu Jan 25 13:04:32 2001
From: SCarter at plainfield.lib.in.us (Susan Carter)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: Canadian maps
Message-ID:
<0918179962C8674495AB91F88B564E89081F4A@pplserver1.plainfield.lib.in.us>
A patron would like to consult a map or maps of
Canada which shows county divisions or their equivalent.
an atlas, map or website she could use?

Is anyone aware of

Thank you for any help you're able to give!
Susan Carter
__________________________________________________
Susan Miller Carter <scarter@plainfield.lib.in.us>
Plainfield - Guilford Township Public Library
1120 Stafford Road
Plainfield, IN 46168-2230
http://history.plainfield.lib.in.us
Phone: 317-839-6602 ext. 116
Fax: 317-839-4044

From kstanley at hpl.lib.tx.us Thu Jan 25 13:16:09 2001
From: kstanley at hpl.lib.tx.us (Karen Stanley ; hstaff)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: Canadian maps
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-65101-39120-2001.01.25-13.08.55-kstanley#hpl.lib.tx.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0101251314200.9357-100000@sparc.hpl.lib.tx.us>
Susan,
Try province sites via CanadianGenWeb:
http://www.rootsweb.com/~canwgw/
also Canadian Genealogy & History Links:
http://www.islandnet.com/~jveinot/cghl/cghl.html

Karen Stanley
Clayton Library
Center for Genealogical Research
Houston, TX
On Thu, 25 Jan 2001, Susan

Carter wrote:

> A patron would like to consult a map or maps of
> Canada which shows county divisions or their equivalent. Is anyone aware of
> an atlas, map or website she could use?
>
> Thank you for any help you're able to give!
>
-> Susan Carter
>
> __________________________________________________
> Susan Miller Carter <scarter@plainfield.lib.in.us>
> Plainfield - Guilford Township Public Library
> 1120 Stafford Road
> Plainfield, IN 46168-2230
>
> http://history.plainfield.lib.in.us
> Phone: 317-839-6602 ext. 116
> Fax: 317-839-4044
>
>
>
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: kstanley@hpl.lib.tx.us
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
>

From af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu Thu Jan 25 14:22:46 2001
From: af482 at freenet.buffalo.edu (Cynthia M. Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: Canadian maps
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6510-39120-2001.01.25-13.08.55-AF482#FREENET.BUFFALO.EDU@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.3.96.1010125135854.8581C-100000@freenet.buffalo.edu>
Hi there,
I went to my favorite search engine, Google, and searched on "county maps
Canada" and found this promising link:
http://atlas.gc.ca/english/
National Atlas of Canada
Hope this helps!
-C.
On Thu, 25 Jan 2001, Susan

Carter wrote:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

A patron would like to consult a map or maps of
Canada which shows county divisions or their equivalent.
an atlas, map or website she could use?

Is anyone aware of

Thank you for any help you're able to give!
Susan Carter
__________________________________________________
Susan Miller Carter <scarter@plainfield.lib.in.us>
Plainfield - Guilford Township Public Library
1120 Stafford Road
Plainfield, IN 46168-2230
http://history.plainfield.lib.in.us
Phone: 317-839-6602 ext. 116
Fax: 317-839-4044

--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: AF482@FREENET.BUFFALO.EDU
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, af482@bfn.org / http://cynthia.is-online.net
"Cities need old buildings so badly it is probably impossible for vigorous
streets and districts to grow without them." --Jane Jacobs, 1961

From Rtaylor at acpl.lib.in.us Fri Jan 26 09:30:12 2001
From: Rtaylor at acpl.lib.in.us (Ryan Taylor)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: Canadian maps
Message-ID: <3A7143A4.17313.58328A@localhost>
I answered Susan's question about Canadian maps privately
yesterday but I wanted to add another suggestion.
There are only four Canadian provinces which that counties;
when working in Canada it is necessary to specify the province just
as you do the state in the USA.
There is a digitised-atlases site at McGill University in Montreal
which offers a search by personal name. If you get a hit you get the
information in writing and the opportunity to see the map. You get
the whole map on the right of the screen, with a mark indicating
where your person is located, and then on the left, a closeup of the
section so the names are readable. You can move around on the
map using directional arrows.
The site is very fine but there are technical problems; it is often
out of commission. Most (not all) of the Ontario county atlases
from the 1870s (which all include plat maps) are on the site.
Ryan Taylor

Lasse der Fantasie freien Lauf!
- Mina Paechter (in Theresienstadt)
Ryan Taylor
Genealogy Librarian
Allen County Public Library, Fort Wayne IN
rtaylor@acpl.lib.in.us

From Rtaylor at acpl.lib.in.us Fri Jan 26 09:34:37 2001
From: Rtaylor at acpl.lib.in.us (Ryan Taylor)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: Canadian maps - necessary supplement
Message-ID: <3A7144AD.11539.5C3BFB@localhost>
I suppose I can blame Fridays for forgetting to include the address
of the digital maps site:
imago.library.mcgill.ca/countyatlas/default.asp
sorry! Ryan
Lasse der Fantasie freien Lauf!
- Mina Paechter (in Theresienstadt)
Ryan Taylor
Genealogy Librarian
Allen County Public Library, Fort Wayne IN
rtaylor@acpl.lib.in.us

From ckluskens at yahoo.com Fri Jan 26 10:29:45 2001
From: ckluskens at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: Hot off the press - new NARA microfilm catalog
Message-ID: <p04330102b6608da370c4@[207.172.49.41]>
Dear genealib subscribers:
The National Archives and Records Administration announces the
publication of MICROFILM RESOURCES FOR RESEARCH: A COMPREHENSIVE
CATALOG (Washington, DC: National Archives and Records
Administration, 2000). Cost is $5.00.

This new Year 2000 edition lists over 2,700 NARA microfilm
publications, including 200 NEW microfilm publications issued since
the 1996 edition which it supercedes.
(And, yes, the new catalog is already incomplete; for microfilm
publications issued during the year 2000, see our web page (which
also needs updating), "Microfilm Publications Issued in 2000" at
<http://www.nara.gov/genealogy/yr2000mp.html>.).
Credit card orders are accepted. Call 1-800-234-8861. Or, write to
National Archives and Records Administration, Attn: Archives 2
Research Support Branch (NWCC2), 8601 Adelphi Rd., College Park, MD
20760-0001, and enclose your check made payable to "National Archives
Trust Fund." Institutional purchase orders are also accepted.
When ordering catalogs and books, the shipping charge is $3.00 for
orders up to $50.00; for shipping costs beyond that, call
1-800-234-8861.
When ordering microfilm, specify microfilm publication number and
roll number(s). Microfilm is $34 per roll ordered ($39 to foreign
addresses), which includes shipping.
Claire Prechtel-Kluskens
Archivist/Genealogy Specialist
Archives I Research Room Support Branch (NWCC1)
National Archives, Washington, DC 20408
claire.kluskens@arch1.nara.gov
-Claire Kluskens
ckluskens@yahoo.com

From CLEINAWEAVER at NEHGS.ORG Fri Jan 26 14:50:46 2001
From: CLEINAWEAVER at NEHGS.ORG (Leinaweaver, Chad)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: Change in Library Hours at NEHGS
Message-ID: <31363DB6D7F7D211BF860008C733D4093B89F5@nehgs2nt.nehgs.org>
Please forgive double-posting.
Chad Leinaweaver
Director of User Access Services
New England Historic Genealogical Society
101 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02116-3007
(617) 536-5740, ext. 231
cleinaweaver@nehgs.org
http://www.NewEnglandAncestors.org <http://www.newenglandancestors.org/>
-----Original Message-----------------------------------------------------PRESS RELEASE

NEHGS Library to change Winter Hours
Starting the week of Monday Jan. 29, the NEHGS Library will be open from 9
a.m.-7 p.m. on Wednesdays and Thursdays. This is a change from our 9 a.m.-9
p.m. hours, which we will resume after March 31 to accommodate our increased
spring and summer patronage.
The Library is also open from 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. on Tuesdays, Fridays, and
Saturdays year-round and is closed Sundays and Mondays.

From mblinn at palos-verdes.lib.ca.us Sat Jan 27 14:03:28 2001
From: mblinn at palos-verdes.lib.ca.us (Marjeanne Blinn)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: library/gen.society agreements
Message-ID: <EMELLBJKFEJDGMALGFILGEHICAAA.mblinn@palos-verdes.lib.ca.us>
Are any of you are involved with genealogical society collections which are
housed within a public library? If so, are there written statements or
contracts, etc. between these entities which clarify the ownership of the
society collection?
I moonlight as genealogical society librarian at a local library (not my
own) which has had a very cordial working relationship with its host library
for many years. The Society has complete and separate responsibility for the
development, cataloging, and maintenance of its own collection, which is
located in a separate area of the library. Both the society board and the
library director believe that there should probably be something in writing
to prevent any future problems, should the present "friendly" administration
change.
I would like to know 1)how you worded the agreement, 2)if you had an
attorney draw it up, or just composed something agreeable to, and signed by,
representatives of both parties. It would also be helpful to know if, even
after having such an agreement, there were problems in enforcing it.
Thanks very much!
Marjeanne Blinn
Palos Verdes Library District
Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274
(310)377-9584 ext 213

From gwajr at home.com Sat Jan 27 22:19:32 2001
From: gwajr at home.com (George Anderson)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: library/gen.society agreements
Message-ID: <v04220805b6995f0d31e8@[24.20.182.199]>
We in the Livermore-Amador Genealogical Society (L-AGS) in Alameda
County, CA have had a written agreement with the Pleasanton Library
for about 10 years. It is too long to post on this list, but I can
e-mail a copy to those interested. The Pleasanton Library recently
left the Alameda County Library System and is now operated by the

City of Pleasanton. The previous administration was friendly and so
is the current administration, even though there was an almost
complete turnover of professional and management staff. At the time
of the changeover we modified the agreement in minor details. Neither
side has ever had to invoke the agreement because of a dispute.
In contrast to what Marjeanne Blinn described, our Society's
collection is integrated with items bought by the County, the City,
and the Friends of the Pleasanton Library. The total genealogy
holdings comprise about 1000 books, 30 periodical titles and 400 CDs.
Our books have a L-AGS bookplate, and the electronic catalog entries
for them have a L-AGS identifier, but they are intershelved with
non-L-AGS genealogy books. All are library-use only and segregated in
genealogy stacks. About 50 city-owned genealogy how-to books are
circulating. Normal support services are provided by the city. A
L-AGS docent for a few hours a week takes some of the reference load
off of the staff.
George Anderson, Library Docent
The Livermore-Amador Genealogical Society
From pegmar at mhtc.net Sun Jan 28 10:25:19 2001
From: pegmar at mhtc.net (The Perrys)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: library/gen.society agreements
References: <LYRIS-6428-39799-2001.01.27-17.08.25-PEGMAR#MHTC.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <004c01c08947$148c5b80$03000004@pegmar>
Hi,
Yes! The Iowa County Genealogical Society is in this position right now.
We have an agreement that I wrote up myself that states these very same
points that you have listed off here. The library board modified it just a
tad with different terminology in some areas than what I used. I haven't
seen this revised agreement yet.
I am willing to share the document with anyone who is interested and you are
free to use it as a beginning basis or in it's entirety. Just let me know
and I'll post it somewhere for all to get through. It's several pages long
and I'm sure Drew would appreciate it if I did not send it as an attachment
:-)
Thanks!
Peggy Perry
President, Iowa County Genealogical Society
Visit us at: http://www.friendsnfamily.net/wiiowagensoc/index.html
Moderator for The Obituary Daily Times
For Obituaries from around the world - visit us at:
http://www.rootsweb.com/~obituary
County Coordinator for the Wisconsin GenWeb Program - Iowa County
Visit us at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~wiiowa
Owner of the Iowa County Wisconsin Mailing list
to subscribe <wiiowa-l-request@rootsweb.com> message: subscribe
Co-Owner of the GenMsc mailing list
to subscribe: <genmsc-l-request@rootsweb.com> message: subscribe
----- Original Message ----From: Marjeanne Blinn <mblinn@palos-verdes.lib.ca.us>

To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Saturday, January 27, 2001 4:03 PM
Subject: [genealib] library/gen.society agreements
> Are any of you are involved with genealogical society collections which
are
> housed within a public library? If so, are there written statements or
> contracts, etc. between these entities which clarify the ownership of the
> society collection?
>
> I moonlight as genealogical society librarian at a local library (not my
> own) which has had a very cordial working relationship with its host
library
> for many years. The Society has complete and separate responsibility for
the
> development, cataloging, and maintenance of its own collection, which is
> located in a separate area of the library. Both the society board and the
> library director believe that there should probably be something in
writing
> to prevent any future problems, should the present "friendly"
administration
> change.
>
> I would like to know 1)how you worded the agreement, 2)if you had an
> attorney draw it up, or just composed something agreeable to, and signed
by,
> representatives of both parties. It would also be helpful to know if,
even
> after having such an agreement, there were problems in enforcing it.
>
> Thanks very much!
>
> Marjeanne Blinn
> Palos Verdes Library District
> Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274
> (310)377-9584 ext 213
>
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: PEGMAR@MHTC.NET
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>

From pat.stlu at worldnet.att.net Sun Jan 28 15:25:17 2001
From: pat.stlu at worldnet.att.net (Mary Patricia Stamm)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: library/gen.society agreements
References: <LYRIS-111506-39799-2001.01.27-17.08.25-pat.stlu#worldnet.att.net@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <001901c08981$95f19d40$a52a4b0c@0016307068>
The St. Louis County Library and St. Louis Genealogical also entered into a
contract a couple of years ago. This was a formal contract that was looked
at by both organizations' lawyers.

I seem to recall that several articles were written on this and that there
were several lectures at various Federation of Genealogical Society
Conferences. There is also a recent book "Moving Your Collection to a
Public Library". The cost is usually under $2.00. It should be listed on
their web page http://www.fgs.org/
Hope that helps.
Pat
Patricia Walls Stamm, CGRS
specializing in Catholic, St. Louis Missouri Research.
http://www.stlouisgenealogy.com
CGRS is a service mark of the Board for Certification of
Genealogists?, used under license by board-certified associates who meet
genealogical competency standards prescribed for those programs.

From CALouderback at hswp.org Mon Jan 29 10:03:24 2001
From: CALouderback at hswp.org (Louderback, C. Arthur)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: library/gen.society agreements
Message-ID: <D119FBC5239DD311A1F800C04FB217F0074A3B@SINET001>
Marjeanne,
Get something in writing to make sure the books housed in a public library
remain in the possession of the genealogical society.
Teh Western Pennsylvania Genealogical Society kept their books at the
Historical Society of Western Pennsylvania for twenty years. The Historical
Society housed and cataloged the books and answered reference questions for
the Genealogical Society. Six years ago a rogue library director (since
removed from office) declared the books should be the property of the
Historical Society because they were housed and cataloged there even though
they were paid for by the Genealogical Society. I begged her not to do this
because the genealogists were such an integral part of our mission and we
would lose twenty years of genealogical holdings. She was intransigent and
the Genealogy Society moved their books to the Carnegie Library of
Pittsburgh. We lost a great collection that we try to fill constantly but
at least the Genealogy Society has their own books in their possession.
Art Louderback
Historical Society of Western Pennsylvania
art@hswp.org
412 454-6360
From dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us Mon Jan 29 13:39:41 2001
From: dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us (Don Litzer)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: library/gen.society agreements
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6352-40191-2001.01.29-10.05.08--DLITZER#SCLS.LIB.WI.
US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.20010129133941.008127d0@mail.scls.lib.wi.us>
Art,
While I sympathize completely with the unfortunate situation you describe,
I can't recommend allowing part of a library's collection to remain in the

possession of an outside party.
Our local genealogical society has purchased thousands of dollars worth of
materials for our library over the past several decades. However, we treat
those items like any other donations to our collection--without strings
attached.
The incentive for keeping those materials in our collection and in the best
possible way is the maintenance of our positive relationship with the
society. If we do something irresponsible, then we have indeed cooked a
golden goose.
The temptation for a society to retain control of donated materials is
significant. But how can librarians perform regular weeding and collection
maintenance with items they don't own? For example, I recently moved a
number of how-to books and more general genealogical reference titles to
our circulating collection, when it became clear these materials were
cluttering other important database-type materials; this project might have
been difficult if not possible to do that if they were not ours. As it
was, I apprised the society before, during (in fact, I did the sorting with
a member) and after the procedure. But what's obvious to a librarian
(e.g., that we don't need every edition of Everton's Handy Book as a
reference item or in our collection at all) is not as obvious to the
layperson.
From pegmar at mhtc.net Mon Jan 29 17:16:32 2001
From: pegmar at mhtc.net (The Perrys)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: library/gen.society agreements
References: <LYRIS-6428-40265-2001.01.29-14.36.38-PEGMAR#MHTC.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <005101c08a49$89293a00$03000004@pegmar>
Hi,
Several of you have written and expressed an interest in receiving what we
have for an agreement with our local library. I have placed it on our
website for your use. The URL is:
http://www.friendsnfamily.net/wiiowagensoc/agreement.html
Thanks!
Peggy Perry
President, Iowa County Genealogical Society
Visit us at: http://www.friendsnfamily.net/wiiowagensoc/index.html
Moderator for The Obituary Daily Times
For Obituaries from around the world - visit us at:
http://www.rootsweb.com/~obituary
County Coordinator for the Wisconsin GenWeb Program - Iowa County
Visit us at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~wiiowa
Owner of the Iowa County Wisconsin Mailing list
to subscribe <wiiowa-l-request@rootsweb.com> message: subscribe
Co-Owner of the GenMsc mailing list
to subscribe: <genmsc-l-request@rootsweb.com> message: subscribe

From pmclaugh at ccs.nsls.lib.il.us Mon Jan 29 17:52:17 2001
From: pmclaugh at ccs.nsls.lib.il.us (Pam McLaughin)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003

Subject: library/gen.society agreements
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-67746-39799-2001.01.27-17.08.25-pmclaugh#ccs.nsls.lib.il.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.03.10101291736300.10604-100000@luna.ccs.nsls.lib.il.us>
On Sat, 27 Jan 2001, Marjeanne Blinn wrote:
>
>
>
>

Are any of you are involved with genealogical society collections which are
housed within a public library? If so, are there written statements or
contracts, etc. between these entities which clarify the ownership of the
society collection?

stuff clipped...>
> I would like to know 1)how you worded the agreement, 2)if you had an
> attorney draw it up, or just composed something agreeable to, and signed by,
> representatives of both parties. It would also be helpful to know if, even
> after having such an agreement, there were problems in enforcing it.
>
> Thanks very much!
>
> Marjeanne Blinn
> Palos Verdes Library District
> Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274
> (310)377-9584 ext 213
I am in the interesting position that I am both a library employee and a
member of the local genealogical society. When the society decided its
old quarters at another local library were too cramped, they came to our
board to ask for space in our new building. As I was well aware of the
various problems and hurt feelings that had developed over the years
between the society and their former landlords, I drew up a list of all
the things I thought a legal agreement between our library and the society
should contain. The administration and board went through the list, and
then sent it on to the library's attorney to put it into legalspeak. (the
lawyer actually called me and congratulated me for the amount of detail I
had worked into the list).
In short, the society is formerly renting space from the library, for a
very nominal rent. Anything the society purchases is theirs, and must be
shelved/stored in that rented space. Anything the library purchases for
its genealogy/local history collection belongs to the library - end of
discussion! If the society decides to donate anything to the library, it
will be treated as anyother donation per the library's donations policy
(which the society rec'd a copy of). All sorts of things are covered in
the agreement - amount of rent, how much notice one agency must give the
other in case of a move, who pays for the phone line in the genealogy
room, the works. If you want a copy, drop me a line.
Pam McLaughlin
Fremont Public Library
1170 N. Midlothian Rd.
Mundelein, IL 60060

Phone: 847 918-3206 (reference desk)
FAX:
847 566-0204

From dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us Tue Jan 30 11:05:10 2001
From: dlitzer at scls.lib.wi.us (Don Litzer)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003

Subject: genontheweb tutorials; library/society agreements
Message-ID: <3.0.5.32.20010130110510.007ae810@mail.scls.lib.wi.us>
Dear List,
FWIW, I've tweaked my "Learning About Genealogy and the Internet" program,
and it can be viewed at:
http://www.scls.lib.wi.us/mcm/programs/genealogyconnectat.html
I've cited a couple of other peoples' programs as sources for second
opinions on Internet Genealogy tutorials. Thanks to everyone who helped,
and I appreciate suggestions which can be incorporated into the next tweak!
Also, thanks for the good ideas about library/society agreements. If
you've tried to follow Mary Patricia Stamm's suggestion for the FGS
pamphlet "Moving Your Collection to a Public Library," they're in the
Online Store, in the "Society Strategies Series." It's a four page article
that'll set you back 1.50 (1.00 if a member).
We don't have a written agreement with our society here, in large part
because if we developed one, it would have to conform to library policies
applicable to other outside groups, which in some cases would limit
privileges our society has right now. For example, our current meeting
room policy states that no group can use our facilities more than four
times a year; the society has been using our room for monthly meetings for
years. Fortunately we have nurtured our relationship well...that's not
always the case, however, which is why this discussion is important.
Don Litzer
Head of Adult Services
McMillan Memorial Library
490 E. Grand Avenue
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
(715) 423-1040
"Happiness = Reality - Expectations"
From daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us Tue Jan 30 14:58:03 2001
From: daysa at oplin.lib.oh.us (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: German Illegitimacy
Message-ID: <3A771CCB.43152283@oplin.lib.oh.us>
Hi:
I had a patron ask me a very interesting question today. I am hoping
someone can give me an answer.
According to the patron's source, Germany in the mid 1800's had a very
high rate of illegitimate children. Something like 1/3 of the
population! If this is true, what could be the circumstances that could
have brought this about?
Thanks in advance for any help.
Sandy Day
Schiappa Library

Steubenville, OH

From deckpl at thumb.net Wed Jan 31 06:43:06 2001
From: deckpl at thumb.net (Kathy)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: Need Help!!!
References: <LYRIS-119221-40662-2001.01.30-15.18.15-deckpl#thumb.net@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <005901c08b7a$fc70dd60$46442f0c@r7k7u8>
Hello Everyone,
I sure could use everyone's help. I have volunteers to help me with taking
the marriages, births, and deaths off the local newspaper we have on
microfilm.
I would like to somehow index them and put them in a file and
on our web site. We also have had many people give us their family histories
and they need to be indexed. Some of these family histories are massive and
have many many surnames.
We just need to figure out where to start and if there is a easy way of
doing this massive project. I am sure there isn't a easy way but we don't
even know where to began.
Any help would be appreciated.
Thank you,
Kathy Wedyke
Library Director
http://www.deckervillelibrary.com
http://www.usgennet.org/usa/mi/county/sanilac/
Deckerville Public Library
3542 N. Main St.
Deckerville, MI 48427
http://www.etour.com/default.asp?associd=aff14361Sincerely, The eTour Team
Volunteer of Random Acts of Genealogical Kindness at
http://www.rootsweb.com/~tnraogk/
Surnames: Vymazal/Vimazal, Moran/Morian, Bruckner, Saucier/Socia, Yax

From jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us Wed Jan 31 08:37:12 2001
From: jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us (Joyce A. McMullin)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:04 2003
Subject: Need Help!!!
References: <LYRIS-109639-40887-2001.01.31-06.51.35-jmcmullin#alexandria.lib.va.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3A781508.17DD3A4B@alexandria.lib.va.us>
KathyWe are engaged in this very project.
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/obits/obits.htm
is the site for our 20th century obits index. We do not have the size staff or
expertise for an online searchable database. It does take knowing your way around
a spreadsheet and a bit of HTML.
What we are doing is indexing the paper, capturing data in an Excel spreadsheet

just as you see it. Staff inputs the data from the paper on microfilm by keying it
directly into a laptop. Each community and newspaper time frame is different, but
we have found that once up to speed a trained and experienced person (staff or
volunteer) can go through a month's worth of our newspaper in about a two hour
stretch.
Each staff member is assigned one year at a time. You can use the
sorting functions of the spreadsheet to alphabetize surnames.
When I get a
number of years worth of data (I'm about to process 1920-1925), I'll update the
spreadsheets and use the Wizards to create the web pages.
The most difficult decision is to determine what data to capture, some online
indexes capture a lot of data...like every proper noun down to the funeral home
that handled the arrangements and the names of the surviving family members. Were
we to engage in a project such as yours, births, obits, marriages in a single
spreadsheet, I would add a column for record type and distinguish B, O, M.
Our indexers capture every time the obit is included since because back then, it
may have been published several different ways and include different info each
time; i.e., first published-John Doe died June 5; second published-John Doe died
leaving widow, the former Jane Smith, funeral tomorrow xxx Church; third
published-John Doe, veteran of xxx War and member of xxx Veteran's Club, was
buried xxx cemetery with full honors. All would be of interest to the genealogical
researcher and it is worth it to capture it.
We also save the indexers time and my sanity by capturing every obit rather than
distinguishing between locals and non-locals...too much time can be spent trying to
distinguish...is the next county local? how about 2 counties over? I say, get it
all. Our next update will include the local "obit" (news, actually) of Leon
Trotsky's death in Mexico City in 1925! It's only a few more bits and bytes and
will save you questions from the indexers.
We did this also for our naturalizations petitions index, the high school yearbooks
seniors' index and we'll be doing the area's WWI draft registrations as soon as we
get the microfilm from NARA.....yes, I know ancestry.com will be including them,
but they've only done 5% of the 24M registrations and we can have an index up and
running in 3 months.
I have used Access to create an online index but I found creating the links to
succeeding and previous pages a little tricky...maybe it was just the challenge to
the beginner.
Let me know if there is anything else I can help with.
Joyce
Kathy wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello Everyone,
I sure could use everyone's help. I have volunteers to help me with taking
the marriages, births, and deaths off the local newspaper we have on
microfilm.
I would like to somehow index them and put them in a file and
on our web site. We also have had many people give us their family histories
and they need to be indexed. Some of these family histories are massive and
have many many surnames.
We just need to figure out where to start and if there is a easy way of
doing this massive project. I am sure there isn't a easy way but we don't
even know where to began.
Any help would be appreciated.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Thank you,
Kathy Wedyke
Library Director
http://www.deckervillelibrary.com
http://www.usgennet.org/usa/mi/county/sanilac/
Deckerville Public Library
3542 N. Main St.
Deckerville, MI 48427
http://www.etour.com/default.asp?associd=aff14361Sincerely, The eTour Team
Volunteer of Random Acts of Genealogical Kindness at
http://www.rootsweb.com/~tnraogk/
Surnames: Vymazal/Vimazal, Moran/Morian, Bruckner, Saucier/Socia, Yax
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jmcmullin@alexandria.lib.va.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

-Joyce A. McMullin, Manager
Alexandria Library, Special Collections
717 Queen Street
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Phone: 703.838.4577 x 211
FAX: 703.706.3912
Special Collections Gateway:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/exhibit.htm

From CLEINAWEAVER at NEHGS.ORG Wed Jan 31 09:40:11 2001
From: CLEINAWEAVER at NEHGS.ORG (Leinaweaver, Chad)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:05 2003
Subject: Part-time position, NEHGS, Boston
Message-ID: <31363DB6D7F7D211BF860008C733D4093B8A2C@nehgs2nt.nehgs.org>
Please forgive any cross-postings.
Chad Leinaweaver
Director of User Access Services
New England Historic Genealogical Society
101 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02116-3007
(617) 536-5740, ext. 231
cleinaweaver@nehgs.org <mailto:cleinaweaver@nehgs.org>
http://www.NewEnglandAncestors.org <http://www.newenglandancestors.org/>
Looking for a fun opportunity to work in a research institution?
Looking to get your foot in the door of a Boston-area repository?
Looking to work in a creative environment with fellow scholars?
Then this position may be for you...
Job Description
Part-Time Reference Librarian, New England Historic Genealogical Society,

Boston, Mass.
The New England Historic Genealogical Society seeks an energetic, creative
person to provide general reference services with emphasis on genealogy to
library patrons. The person in this position will staff one of the
library's 4 reference desks in order to aid patrons with finding appropriate
materials in the library, using the library catalogs and finding aids, and
providing advice concerning genealogical research. Some evenings may be
required. Additional tasks such as Society client research, data entry, and
others will be assigned regularly. As this person develops skills over
time, the Reference Librarian may be called upon to lecture on genealogical
or historical topics and provide personal consultations with patrons,
usually through one of the various Society programs. The construction of
finding aids, guides, or other means of providing better user-access is
strongly encouraged. This is a part-time position (21 hours per week).
Required: Experience with genealogical/historical research or librarianship;
a strong commitment to public service and service to diverse users;
excellent communication and interpersonal skills; B.A. (preferably in
history or related field); strong research skills; background in New England
history or genealogy; knowledge of Windows Applications including Microsoft
Office, Internet Explorer; Microsoft Outlook; knowledge of the Library of
Congress Subject Headings and Classification System. M.L.S. (or credits
leading up to an M.L.S.) are a plus, but not required.
Environment: The New England Historic Genealogical Society (NEHGS) is the
nation's oldest and largest genealogical society with a research library of
200,000 volumes and a membership of almost 18,000 located in the very scenic
and fashionable Back Bay of Boston, Mass. Considered one the nation's best
genealogical libraries, NEHGS has been serving its members since 1845, and
it largely sought out by amateur genealogists, genealogical and historical
scholars, degree scholars, and development researchers. The library
maintains a 3500 linear feet manuscript collection, 35,000 rolls of
microfilm, and a circulating library of 30,000 volumes. There are about 65
persons on staff employed at the Society, about 20 of which work in the
Library Department. Screening of applications will begin immediately and
continue until the position is filled. NEHGS is an equal opportunity
employer.
Send resume, cover letter and references to:
Chad Leinaweaver
Director of User Access Services
NEHGS
101 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02116-3007
Or E-mail the above to: cleinaweaver@nehgs.org
<mailto:cleinaweaver@nehgs.org>
No phone calls, please.
From mmcnabb at kokomo.lib.in.us Wed Jan 31 12:31:18 2001
From: mmcnabb at kokomo.lib.in.us (Michele McNabb)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:05 2003
Subject: illegitimate births
Message-ID: <695CC2F65FD6D11180ED006008AF25F57CDB96@kokonut.kokomo.lib.in.us>
I don't know if the percentage quoted by Sandy's patron is accurate, but

I've heard/read about similarly high percentages in 18-19th century
Scandinavia. The reason I've been given was that the formal betrothal of a
couple was considered a serious commitment and a first step into marriage;
hence, sexual relations were acceptable. Any child born to a betrothed
couple prior to their marriage was considered an out-of-wedlock birth, but
not an illegitimate one. -- Kenneth Smith, in his "German Church Records:
Beyond the Basics," cites 'illegitimate' birth rates of 11-17% in one German
parish between 1745 and 1770. -- I'd be interested in any further comments
about this.
Michele McNabb
********************************************************************
Michele McNabb, Head
tel: 765.457.3242, ext. 44
Genealogy & Local History Services/ fax: 765.457.3683
Old Richardville Publications
Kokomo-Howard County Public Library mmcnabb@kokomo.lib.in.us
220 N. Union St., Kokomo IN 46901-4614
http://www.kokomo.lib.in.us/genealogy/

From pegmar at mhtc.net Wed Jan 31 17:22:24 2001
From: pegmar at mhtc.net (The Perrys)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:05 2003
Subject: Need Help!!!
References: <LYRIS-6428-40902-2001.01.31-08.38.22-PEGMAR#MHTC.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <005201c08bdc$b0b9b380$03000004@pegmar>
Hi,
I would like to add a bit to the reply that was given below. I think it's
wonderful to use an Excel spreadsheet to do these indexing projects when
you're unfamiliar with how to do it using a database program such as MS
Access. In the end, both work wonderfully! And whichever gets the job done
for you, use it.
My comment is more on the site search engine that was brought up. Can your
organization afford FREE? If so, they can most certainly get a search
engine on your site! The one that I use on each of my 3 sites is Freefind.
http://www.freefind.com
With Freefind all you do is go to their site, register with them, and follow
their setup wizards. They give you the code to place into your main page
and away you go. As you change information on your site, you visit them and
go to their control page where you request that they spider your site. The
update is done within a few hours. It's as simple as that! They even send
you via email a search report each week so you can keep stats on the
keywords or phrases that were searched for on your site.
They place no banner ads on your site directly. There is a banner ad in the
search page, but it's very unobtrusive and easily lost on the page. Of
course, you can pay for the service and receive no banner ad, but I don't
find it annoying enough to do such.
Check them out - I think you'll be pleasantly surprised. If you want to try
it out first, just choose the ICGS site and play around. Don't worry about
ruining my stats - I don't use theirs. I get a more complete set from my

ISP host.
Thanks!
Peggy Perry
President, Iowa County Genealogical Society
Visit us at: http://www.friendsnfamily.net/wiiowagensoc/index.html
Moderator for The Obituary Daily Times
For Obituaries from around the world - visit us at:
http://www.rootsweb.com/~obituary
County Coordinator for the Wisconsin GenWeb Program - Iowa County
Visit us at: http://www.rootsweb.com/~wiiowa
Owner of the Iowa County Wisconsin Mailing list
to subscribe <wiiowa-l-request@rootsweb.com> message: subscribe
Co-Owner of the GenMsc mailing list
to subscribe: <genmsc-l-request@rootsweb.com> message: subscribe
----- Original Message ----From: Joyce A. McMullin <jmcmullin@alexandria.lib.va.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, January 31, 2001 7:37 AM
Subject: [genealib] Re: Need Help!!!
> Kathy> We are engaged in this very project.
> http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/obits/obits.htm
> is the site for our 20th century obits index. We do not have the size
staff or
> expertise for an online searchable database. It does take knowing your
way around
> a spreadsheet and a bit of HTML.
>
> What we are doing is indexing the paper, capturing data in an Excel
spreadsheet
> just as you see it. Staff inputs the data from the paper on microfilm by
keying it
> directly into a laptop. Each community and newspaper time frame is
different, but
> we have found that once up to speed a trained and experienced person
(staff or
> volunteer) can go through a month's worth of our newspaper in about a two
hour
> stretch.
Each staff member is assigned one year at a time. You can use
the
> sorting functions of the spreadsheet to alphabetize surnames.
When I
get a
> number of years worth of data (I'm about to process 1920-1925), I'll
update the
> spreadsheets and use the Wizards to create the web pages.
>
> The most difficult decision is to determine what data to capture, some
online
> indexes capture a lot of data...like every proper noun down to the funeral
home
> that handled the arrangements and the names of the surviving family
members. Were
> we to engage in a project such as yours, births, obits, marriages in a
single
> spreadsheet, I would add a column for record type and distinguish B, O, M.

>
> Our indexers capture every time the obit is included since because back
then, it
> may have been published several different ways and include different info
each
> time; i.e., first published-John Doe died June 5; second published-John
Doe died
> leaving widow, the former Jane Smith, funeral tomorrow xxx Church; third
> published-John Doe, veteran of xxx War and member of xxx Veteran's Club,
was
> buried xxx cemetery with full honors. All would be of interest to the
genealogical
> researcher and it is worth it to capture it.
>
> We also save the indexers time and my sanity by capturing every obit
rather than
> distinguishing between locals and non-locals...too much time can be spent
trying to
> distinguish...is the next county local? how about 2 counties over? I
say, get it
> all. Our next update will include the local "obit" (news, actually) of
Leon
> Trotsky's death in Mexico City in 1925! It's only a few more bits and
bytes and
> will save you questions from the indexers.
>
> We did this also for our naturalizations petitions index, the high school
yearbooks
> seniors' index and we'll be doing the area's WWI draft registrations as
soon as we
> get the microfilm from NARA.....yes, I know ancestry.com will be including
them,
> but they've only done 5% of the 24M registrations and we can have an index
up and
> running in 3 months.
>
> I have used Access to create an online index but I found creating the
links to
> succeeding and previous pages a little tricky...maybe it was just the
challenge to
> the beginner.
>
> Let me know if there is anything else I can help with.
>
> Joyce
>
> Kathy wrote:
>
> > Hello Everyone,
> >
> > I sure could use everyone's help. I have volunteers to help me with
taking
> > the marriages, births, and deaths off the local newspaper we have on
> > microfilm.
I would like to somehow index them and put them in a file
and
> > on our web site. We also have had many people give us their family
histories
> > and they need to be indexed. Some of these family histories are massive
and

> > have many many surnames.
> >
> > We just need to figure out where to start and if there is a easy way of
> > doing this massive project. I am sure there isn't a easy way but we
don't
> > even know where to began.
Any help would be appreciated.
> >
> > Thank you,
> >
> > Kathy Wedyke
> > Library Director
> > http://www.deckervillelibrary.com
> > http://www.usgennet.org/usa/mi/county/sanilac/
> > Deckerville Public Library
> > 3542 N. Main St.
> > Deckerville, MI 48427
> > http://www.etour.com/default.asp?associd=aff14361Sincerely, The eTour
Team
> >
> > Volunteer of Random Acts of Genealogical Kindness at
> > http://www.rootsweb.com/~tnraogk/
> > Surnames: Vymazal/Vimazal, Moran/Morian, Bruckner, Saucier/Socia, Yax
> >
> > --> > You are currently subscribed to genealib as:
jmcmullin@alexandria.lib.va.us
> > To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>
> -> Joyce A. McMullin, Manager
> Alexandria Library, Special Collections
> 717 Queen Street
> Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
> Phone: 703.838.4577 x 211
> FAX: 703.706.3912
> Special Collections Gateway:
> http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/exhibit.htm
>
>
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: PEGMAR@MHTC.NET
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>

